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I.L»O» Asiatic Missions Formal Meeting >’«ith Representatives 
: or Government c&'~ ihdja,"ijew Delhi ,~j'-2-.~mi7';--------------

The I.L-O. Asiatic Mission which assembled at Rew Delhi in the last 
week of January 1947 had a formal meeting with representatives of the 
Government of India at New Delhi on 3-2—1947*

Welcoming the Mission on behalf of the Government of India, Hr. jagjiwan 
Ram, labour Member in the interim Government, expressed India’s readiness 
to collaborate with other countries for the realisation of the ide&ls of 
the Philadelphia Charter. He emphasised that the Ideals of Four Freedoms . 
for which the last war was fought were ideals for Asia no less than for 
Europe and America, and urged that, therefore, neither the backwardness 
nor the military weakness of Asiatic countries should be allowed to stand- 
in the way of their development towards the goal of freedom and democracy.
The international labour Organisation which stands for democracy and 
universality, he said, can be cf great help to India not only in attaining 
ite ideals, but also in the progressive amelioration of the bulk of its 
population. For dealing with the immense problems of Asia it was 
necessary that the i.L.O# should equip itself and reorient its angle of 
vision. UP till recently, the I.L-O. had concentrated somewhat exclusively 
on the problems of Europe and America, The holding of the Asiatic Regional 
Conference was a healthy development, and he welcomed it as evidence of 
the i.L.O’s interest in the welfare of Asiatic peoples.

Dr. P.P. Pillai, the Chairman of the Mission, replied in suitable 
terms •

(Full texts of the speeches of Mr.- jagjiwan Ram and Dr. pillai have 
been forwarded to the Montreal office ).
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Government of India :

Fact oris a (second) Amendment Bill, 1946, J j s' 
fa3aeo.~by Sentra±~Legi3 iu cure ; obligation s

~to~ provide canteens.------------------------ j

^he Factories (second.) Amendment Bill, 1946, to which, reference was 
imide at page 2 of this office’s report for October, 1946, was passed by 
the central legislative Assembly on 5-2-1947, and by the Council of State 
on 25-2-1947. The Bill seeks to add to the Factories Act, 1954, a new 
section enabling provincial Governments to md-ke rules requiring specified 
factories, employing more than 250 persons, to set up canteens in con
formity with prescribed standards.

(The Hindustan Times, 6-2-1947; 
The Statesman, 26-2-1947 )•

Industrial Disputes Bi 11,1946: passed by 
" central Legislative Assembly on

------------------27-2 ^1947'.--------------- --

Reference was made at pages 1-2 of this office’s report for October 
1946, to the Government of India’s Bill to provide for the investigation 
and settlenBnt of Indus trial disputes . The Bill was referred to a Select 
Conmittee on 51-lo-1946 and the committee’s report was submitted to the 
Assembly on 3-2-1947, by jar. jagjiwan Ram, Labour member.

Labour L©&ders Attack on Bill.- In the course of the debate on 
10-2-1947, for-.' ra. Joshi ( hfb'ourj-opposing the motion fe r consideration 
of the Bill, pointed' bu'f'that the measure* made adjudication compulsory, 
while the working classes always preferred voluntary agreement. H© was 
convinced that the Bill would not help workers or be usefulS in promoting 
good relations between employers and employees • The Bill sfiought to make 
strikes illegal in any public utility service if they were resorted to 
during conciliation proceedings or during the period governed by a voluntary 
or compulsory settlement. H© was not a believer in strikes, but to deprive 
labour of tbia weapon was to do them great harm. The Government treated 
employees and employers apparently alike by na king .s trikes and lock-outs 
without notice illegal. It did not realize th&t, while a strife x]as 
only weapon in the hand of tfe employee if he became dissatisfied with the 
conditions under which he worfed/ the employer, if he became dissatisfied, 
could reduce wages or increase hours of work without resorting to a loclS. 
out. If the Government wanted to treat employers jind workers equally, it 
wnnAd should make illegal not only a lock-out but^any change in conditions 
of work to the disadvantage of workers.
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Hiss l.aniben (labour) said, that the Bill v/ould pronote neither
the growth or the trace union movement nor the much desired industrial peace 
in the country. It sought to turn a breach of a civil contract into a 
criminal offence. The worker desired industrial peace, owing to his 
economic position, he could afford to strike only ag a last resort to get 
his grievances redressed. The workers were not agains t any machinery for 
conciliation or adjudication, but they wanted it to be voluntary and not 
compulsory. The Bill would result in indus trial unrest, strikes and 
various other hardships. The workers would not be able to abide by the 
restrictions sought to be imposed on them by the Bill.

Iir. S. Guruswamy (labour) said that he would support the Bill only if 
he vzas assured that "public utility services” would not be defined in a 
manner which would be prejudicial to the Interests cf labour, Government 
recognized the right of the workers to resort to sympathetic strikes or 
political strikes, penalty clauses in the Bill were removed and necessary 
social security legis lation^infcroduced. Unless the Government were wedded 
to undiluted socialism, labour could not accept the bona fides of the 
executive. Mr. Guruswamy opposed the proposed Works Committees which, he 
said, would be used for no other purpose but to break strikes. He could 
understand provision for such committees if there were any statutory 
pavers prescribed for those committees and^their personnel Appointed with 
the approval of trade unions. A

Employers1 View.- Mr. P.J. Griffiths (European Grcupsf) said that he- 
supported the Bill because In enunciated the principle of conciliation; 
otherwise^ the Bill contained many features which were unsound and doctrinairi 
The nun^rous work committees, tribunals, conciliation boards and the rest 
of the machinery proposed was so elaborate that their adequate operation 
required a standard of organization and education of labour far beyond 
what had been achieved in this country. Hany of the features In the Bill 
had little relation to existing conditions. He opposed any machinery operat 
jpg In such a way as to displace discussion between employers and employees 
and Government intervention. The right to strike must not be taken away.
Any imposed solution would only transfer the grievances and It would not 
be a final solution.

labour Member’s Reply.- Mr. jagiwan Ram, replying to the _ debate, 
maintaine d tbat the propose<T legislation would benefit the working classes. 
If a plebiscite of the sorters was taken, an. overwhelming majority would 
support the measure, labour leaders who opposed the Bill had based their 
opposition from the narrow point of view of factory labour In certain big 
cities, but they Ignored vast numbers of workmen belonging to other 
categories. 3E±T yf it were possible for the workers to place their point 
of view before employees and get redress, It might not be necessary for 
the Government to bring in this measure. Government intended to encourage 
vninnt-ary conciliation as far as possible. Work EOTidifeinnHK committees 
would consist of wnrirmon engaged In the establishment, whose task it would 
be to unite and organize the workers .

Public Utility-ServicesSeveral amendments moved^by Mr.~H.LI. Joshi, 
with A view to give a more restricted definition to ”public utility servi
ces” , were negatived by the House. Ono of these s-bought to exclude 
railways from the operationof the Bill; another amendment wanted the Bill 
to be applied to nationalized industries only, the food industry, however, 
being exempted. >
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principle of Sympathetic and Political strikes accepted.- Miss vaniben 
para’s amendment which’sought the deletion of a sub-clause prohibiting 
sympathetic or political strikes was accepted by the Government.

The third reading of the Bill 7/as passed by the Central Assembly on 
21-2-1947, by 33 votes to 5. opposition to the Bill was maintained to 
the end by the three labour members, &r. u.B* jcshi, Mr. §. Guruswami and 
Miss haniben £ara.

(The Statesman, lly12,15,&8 and
22-2-1947) .

Indian Railways (Amendment) Bill, 1946, 
(Non-oiTiciaijg) , Introduced, in Lsgis jJTtive
Assembly: 4&-h.cur week for’aii uulli/hy

Employees proposed.

A non-official Bill seeking to amend the Indian Railways Act, 1890, 
so as to provide, inter alia a 48—hour week for all railway employees , was 
introduced in the USSTralTTeglsIntive Assembly on 14-2-1947, by Mr. S. 
Guru3wanry.

The Statement of objects and Reasons appended to the Bill, points out 
that the Indian Railways Act, 1890, provides for a maximum of 84 hours1 
work in a week for those railway servants whose employment is considered 
to be intermittent and a maximum of 60 hours 1 work In a week for other 
railwav servants . Tt does not set any maximum limit to the daily hours

distinction as regards hours oi v/uxtv uob»Owxx 7—'
ment is considered to be essentially intermittent and those whose employ
ment Is not considered essentially intermittent, by equalising the hairs 
of work for all railwaymen at forty-eight per week and eight per^day.
Ah n«»Rfini: h.h««ft ^assfld as ’intermittent* workers are excOdded from the



in case it is not possible fcoprovis ion has been unite for’V—^0* 24 COn5ec^tive hours £a 
^four weeks. ihe Bill increases the i*—a f ~ u period, of 9S hours in everythe ordinary rate of pay. The exist£_~4? JHT"* work from l^/tirn^

froci getting pajwenfc at over tine rat" it ’»*»« Z«af
serious in.erferenco with the ordinary “ ”“r’; lonCer hours "to-.avoia
accident, actual or threatened, or when u-r-ro > raili7ay, in cases of
to the railway or to rolling-stock, o? iS anS V'°rk 12 r®^ired to be done
have been foreseen or prev^ntnrt»7 eme*gency which could not
required to do overtime work are eligible. Under fehe Blll» a11 workers

lor over time rates of pay.

(The Gazette of mdia ,da ted 22-2-19^7 
Part v, pages 328-131 j/

Indian Hines (Amendment) Bill, 1946(I!on-official) ,
introduced, in Legislative Assembly: 4’0-Kcur week

• for Line Workers proposed.

jt non-official Bill seeking to amend the Indian Hines Act, 1923, so as 
to reduce the hours of work in mines, to 4o in the week and 8 per day was 
introduced in the legislative Assembly on 14-2-1947, by Hr. S. Gn.ru swam-T .

in the Statement of objects and Reasons, appended to the Bill, it is 
pointed out that the Indian Mines Act, 1923, permits miners being employed 
for 54 hours In a week and ten hours in a day for surface work and 54 hours 
in a week and nine hours in a day for underground work, ^he Bill 13 intend 
ed to reduce the weekly hours from 54 to 4o and the daily hours to 8 for 
both surface and under-ground workers# To have the sane number of hours 
for surface and under-ground work will be more convenient from the point 
of view of the life of the workers who may belong to the sane family or 
villi ge, as also from the point of view of the administration of the law.

(The Gazette of India, 22-2-1947,
Part v, pages 14q-141 ) .

Federal Railways exempted, from Provisions of 
Indus trxa± Employment ( standing Orders) Act, j\
--------------------------------y

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 14 of the Industrial 
Employment (standing Orders) Act, 1946, (vide pages 4-5 of this Office^ 
report for April, 1946), the Government of India has exempted all Federal 
railways from the provision of the Act.

v (Eotification ro. LRll(48) dated 29-1-1947
of the Department of labour:
The Gazette of India, 1-2-1947,

Fart I-Sec.l, page 329).
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Delhi:

Amendments to Census
In crus cries auiss, of T-lanufac tur in g

gaze-seed."

Reference was made at pa geS pf tills office’s report for December, 
1946, to the draft of certain r^SS'kBb Chief Comissioner of Delhi 
proposed to nake under the Industrial Statistic Act, 1942, to its Census 
of Manufacturing industries Rules, 1945. ilia draft ha 3 new been approved 
and the ^ules gaoetted„hyxxii3 By the amendments some 35 nev; industries 
like footwear manufacture, printing, rope making, etc., are added to the 
list of industries in respect of which statistical information has to be 
supplied.

(Notification No. P 7 (5)/47 P and d dated 
10-2-1947;

The Gazette of India, 22-2-1947, part II-A, 
pages 60-61 ).

C.P* and Berar:
~ ~ \ /

C.P. and Berar Industrial Disputes Bi 11,1946,./
~~~pas3ea. oy iegis-iative assembly, 24-s-19^7.

On 24-2-1947, the Central provinces and Berar legislative Assembly 
passed the C.P. and Berar industrial Disputes Bill,1946, to which reference 
was made at pages 6 and 11-12 of this off Ice’s reports for November and 
September 1946.

(The Times of India, 27-2-1947).

Madras :

payment of rfages Agt, 1936, extended to 
----------- plantation labour.

Reference was made at page 14 of the report of this office for 
September, 1946, to the proposal of the Government cf Madras to.extend the 
provisions of the payment of Wages •^•ct,1956, to all classes of persons 
employed in plantations -» The Government has Xsausd in the fourth week of 
February 1947 issued orders making the payment of Wages ct, applicable to 
plantation labour.

In this connection^press communiQud issued on 2^-2—1947,by the Govern
ment states:. Henceforth payment of wages in all estates in the Province 
maintained for the purpose of growing cinchona, rubber, coffee or tea and 
on which 25 or more persons are employed, will be regulated. Payments 
will be nude for regular wage periods which in no case, will exceed one 
month, in estates employing less than 1,000 persons, worters will be 
entitled to receive wages before the expiry of the 7th day after the wage 
period and in other estates within ten days after the expiry of the wage 
period. Deductions from wages may nob be made except as provided for in 
the Act. Recovery of advances given to workers before their employment will 
be restricted to the wages payable to them for the first complete wage 
period, fese and other provisions of the Att will eliminate tbs practice
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Of giving 3a rge pro-employaont advances t„ ,settlement n«r obtaining ln n03t n“= t° workers ana the system of annual • 
Ham cause of the complete dependence of °^, S -ad which have been the 
employers. labour Officers will be ancoin^xtbaxBOHjalstB on thier 
oions or the Act are complied, with. rr°ln^Q'i to ensure that the provi-

The communique further points out that enactments like the Factories , 
Act, the Madras paternity t&nefit -<ict and. the ” orkmen’s Conmensation Ae-t, 
intended to protect the interests of workers also do not apply now to && 
large class of persons employed in plantations, although their conditions

work are no better tlhn. those of employees in other Indus tries and 
that tic reform in respect of payment of wages is only ULfirst step in 
Government ’s programme for improvement of the conditions of life and work 
of plantation labour.

(The Hindu, dated 28-2-1947) . 
z -

/
payment of Wages Act, 1936, extended to 

'KraBffjays and omnibus .Services.

Reference was made, at page 2 of this office’s report for July,1946, to 
the proposal of the Governmenuof Madras to extend the application of the 
payment of Wages Agt,1956, to all classes of persons employed in the 
tramway and motor omguibus services. The Government' has nxdsxs on 50-1-1947 
i33ued orders (g.o. Ho. 366, development department dated 5o-l-1947) extend
ing the payment of Wages Act to motor and om&ibus services in xm the 
province•

(notification Ho. 115, the ^ort St.GeOrge 
Gazette, dated 11-2-1947, part I, page

86).

Rules under Factories Act,1934, gazetted:
Exemption from provisions relating to Hours

of work

Reference was made at page 14 of this Office’s report for September, 
1946, to the draft of certain miles which the Government of Madras, proposed 
to make under section 43 of the Factories Act, 1934. The draft has now 
been approved and the rules hive been gazetted. The rules define categories 
of persons holding positions of supervision and management, etc., and 
proscribe the conditions under which certain cla33es of factory personnel 
may be exempted from the provisions relating to hours of work under section 
43 of the Factories Act.

(The Fort At. George Gazette, dated 4-2-1947,
Rules Supplement to fart 1, pages 21-26 ).



^e,.Rt<±)1?ys Erontfor Trounce Amentamt)
Bl±l> xv4b . Provisions for Licensing ot~ Tacsories «

I'he Government of the Eorth-Jest Frontier Province has gazetted the 
Factories (Rorth-Aest -Frontier Province -Amendment) Bill, 1946; the main 
purj^ose of the bill is to provide for the proper licensing of factories*

In the Statement of objects ana Jasons, attanhed to the Bill, it is 
pointed out that although tbs Horthi.est Frontier Province is not yet 
highly industrialised, there are already between 3o and 40 factories estab
lished in the province which employ on an average about loo workers. There 
is evidence to show that an incryi.se in industrialisation is imminent and 
the Government is convinced that a degree of industrialisation is in the 
best interests of the economic development of the Province. It is not 
desirable * that industrialisation should^ allied to proceed without any 
degree of control, and,as a step in the programme of industrial legislation, 
the Government’s policy is that State control over Industry should be greater 
in the future than in the past, it is not desired to eliminate private 
enterprise entirely, but, in co-operation with the policy of the Central 
Government, there will in the future be certain industries owned and 
controlled by the state under some measure of State control, and others in 
which private enterprise will he either almost or completely unfettered, 
subject only to the provisions regulating the licensing of industry which 
are contained in the present Bill- The necessity of licensing is clear 
if the public interests; Is tc|be properly served. Ko industry should be 
permitted to come into exist&nce which would conflict with the public 
interest either from the strategic or the economic point of view; and in 
addition there are other considerations, such as, the risk of industries 
affecting tehe public health, the possibility of cut throat competition etc.
In legislating for the licensinrfof industry Government will be adopting a 
policy, which ha3 already been in force in the Punjab for six years, and 
which is shortly to be put into effect in all provinces.

(Indian Labour, February, 1947).

Sind;

Draft Amendments to Sind Factories Rules published; 
improved cashing facilities and Exemptions from
------------ &our3 of work Restrictions.

The Government of sind has published the drait of certain amendments 
to the Sind Factories Rules which it proposes to Issue under the provisions 
of the Factories Act. 1934. The amendments relate (a) to the provision of 
improved v/ashing accommodation and facilities in factories, and (b) to 
categories of workers exempted from certain restrictions on working hours 
and the conditions subject t-o which such exemptions may be permi/ted,etc. 
The draft is to be taken into consideration after lxi-b-194Y.

(The Sind Government Gazette, 27-2-1947 
part IV-A, pages 14-27 ).
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U .P • ••

Draft of Amendments to u.P. Factories Rules,1935: 
provisions regarding wasning Facilities, Fencing

or machinery, Holidays with pay, etc.

The Government of the united, provinces has published, the nxitnd draft 
of certain amendments to the United Provinces xxxxsx$x Factory Rales, 1935, 
which it proposes td make in exercise of the powers conferred by the 
Factories Act, 1934. '^he amendments deal among other matters with physical 
standards of children employed in factories; standards for provision of 
washinf^nd bathing facilities for xr male and female worters; conditions 
for guarding and fencing of machinery in factories and hazardous occupations 
arrangements for protection of machine operators and precaution against 
fire. The draft also amends the rules governing the grant of compensatory 
holidays and holidays with pay, and prescribes various forms for the 
maintenance of x&gtefcKEXH registers and annual returns in this connection. 
The draft-amendments are to be taken into consideration on or after 
15-5-1947.

(United Provinces Gazette,dated 8-2-1947, 
part I-A, pages 54«-80 )•
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SOCIAL POLICY.

Reorganisation of Eoxabay Labour Department*-’ 
Directorsres of labour “adminxsferation:
1ft bour inf or no ti on: Labour .i q If are .

The government of Bombay has decided to reorganise the various 
departments dealing with tehe- labour matters, under this s chons , the 
offices of the Commissioner of Labour/{labour Officer, Bombay, and Director 
of labour Welfare will be reorganised under three Directorates, namely, 
the Directorate of Labour Administration, the Directorate of labour 
information and the Directorate of Labour Welfare, each in charge of a 
Director.

Th© work at present dsaaa done in the office of the commissioner of 
Labour will be divided between the Directorate of Labour Administration 
and the Directorate of Iftbour infornfttion according as it pertains to the 
administration or information side of Labour. The Directorate of tab our 
Welfare will be in charge of all the labour welfare activities of the 
Government and will, In addition, take charge of the office of the labour 
Officer, Bombay.

(The Times of India, 28-2-1947).



II

CONDITIONS Qp

Hours of Work apj Weekly Rest, etc.

^orMng of Hours of Employment Regulations on Railways
~ during ±945-457----------- -- ~

{She Indian labour Gazette, January, 1947, publishes a note on tte 
workihg of the Hours of Employment Regulations on Rail?ays flnpl ng ths year 
1945-46, baaed on the annual report of the Chief Labour commissioner, 
Government of India. The following is a brief summary.

During the year under review, the establishment of the Conciliation 
Officer (Railways) and Supervisor of -Railway labour, which had been dealing 
with the administration of the Hours of Employment Regulations on the 
Federal Railways, was xs^HxxcmcxlsyxiiiaxHaTsea^^^xSndxiadaadtoiHa. abolished 
and the work was taken over by the newly created industrial Relations ganda 
Machinery. For facility of work the various railway systems were divided 
into three zoens, Southern, Western and Eastern; labour inspectors conti
nued to follow the old approved method of rectifying minor irregularities 
on the spot in consultation with the supervisory staff of the Railways.
The Inspectors address the Railway Administrations direct on all irregula
rities discovered by them, except those involving serious breaches of the 
law and questions of classifications of staff, which are reported to the 
Regional Labour commissioners, who take them up with the ^ilway Administra
tion concerned and advise them as to tbs action to be taken in each case.

Scope of the Regulations and number of staff affected.- J-he main 
purpo'ses" 'of "the” Regu'jations Are : to" regulate the hours 'of work of Ra i Iw ay 
servants; to prescribe compulsory periods of rest; to secure the payment 
of overtime allowance, when the limit of hours of work prescribed by the 
Regulations is exceeded in certain specified circumstances. The Regulations 
are applicable to all "workers employed on all calss i Railways, with, certain 
exceptions, such as, running staff, staff engaged in supervising or manage
ment and certain well-defined categories of inferior staff etc. Their 
ox n in a 3 np does not, however, absolve the Industrial Relations Machinery 
from responaj"hi 1 jfry for watching over the conditions cf their work. The 
report adds that the question of extending the scope of ths Regulations 
to the 11 excluded staff” Is being considered by the Government of India.
The managements of tte Darjeeling-HimalAyan, Arrah Sasaram Light Railway, 
Bakhtiarpur Bihar light and Dehri-Rohtas Railways have now agreed volun
tarily to observe the Regulations aa a termbf settlement of a dispute 
between them and their wothers .XA The total number of workers entitled 
to the protectionfof the Regulaticns on ^lass I Railways Increased from 
650,148 on 51-3-1945 to 687,051 on 31-3-1946.

inspection.- 'The number of establishments inspected on Class I 
Rails? Ay3 decreased from 5.585 in 1944—45 to 4,o69 in 1945-46. The reasons 
for the fall in tte number of undertakings inspected were shortage of 
inspecting staff, time involved in organising the machinery, travel 
difficulties etc.



Classification of Worders.- question of classification is
of v'1Ja±. f railway servants as on the correct classification
depends their tiule to certain privileges given by law. m the case of a 
continuous worker, the maximum weekly limit of hours of work is 60 
averaged over a month, and he is . entitled to a rest of 24 consecutive 
hours every week, whereas an ’essentia lly-intermittent ’ worker may be 
required to vzork upto 84 hours a week without any statutory period of rest. 
In vievz of the importance of this question every effort Is made to improve 
the method of classification, -ill cases vzhich &re of the border-line tyoe, 
are reported to the Administrations as open t o doubt with the request that 
the position may be reviewed, and those, which appear obviously involving 
a breach of the -Modulations are ’challenged’ • cases in which there are 
differences of opinion, in regard to classification between the Regional 
Labour Commissioner and the Railway -idminis trations are referred to the 
Chief Labour Commissioner for obtaining a decision. The number of ’opon-to- 
doubt’ and. ’challenged.* eases of classification during 1944-45 and 1945-46, 
vzere 28 and 58, and 119 and. Io5 respectively. During the year under review 
the number of vzorkers classified as ’continuous’,’essentiaUy|Lntermittent ’ 
and ’excluded 3taff ’ vzere 467,855, 119,5oi and 9o,875 respectively.

Temporary Exemption and payment of Overtime.- The Railway Administra- 
tions took lull advantage of the power to make temporary exemp
tions from the limit of hours of work and the grant of rest periods. This 
power was delegated to a large number of subordinates, giving rise, in 
some cases, to objectionable|results , while no proper records of such 
exemptions were kept. A large number of eases were detected in which over
time registers were not properly maintained or vzere kept blank even when 
overtime had been worked and such cases were taken up with the Administra
tions concerned.

Periods of Rest.- ’continuous* workers are entitled to a rest of not 
le3 3 than 24 ~ hours en bloc, each week commencing on Sunday. The Railway 
Administrations continued to make efforts to grant to the workers, as far 
as possible, a calendar day’s rest which is a marked preference of the 
workers . The percentage of workers enjoying a calendar day’s rest improved 
on almost all the Railways, orders have also been passed by the Railway 
Board for the grant of weekly rest from 1—1—1946 to mates, keymen and gang- 
men employed on the maintenance of permanent way. A considerable number 
of staff, particularly g&ods clerks, parcel clerics and booking clerks were 
found working beyond their rostered hours and In most of the cases the 
staff concerned had. not claimed overtime pay for fear of being declared 
inefficient. The matter was brought to the notice of the dministrations 
concerned who agreed to look into It and sanction a dditi onal staff where 
necessary.

Railway grade unions.- The report states that the Railway Trade 
Unions’ showed greater interest in the application and enforcement of the 
Regulations than they had hitherto done. It also suggests the
staff, who are concerned S^the working of the Regulations, should be Xzsstfc 
trained, and made to study and understand the Regulations.

(The workingbf the Regulations during 1944-45 was reviewed at pages 
12-14 of this office report for July, 1946).

(Indian Labour Gazette, January, 1947).



inspection^

Training of factory Inspector^
i

o
to begin on 24-2-jl^^Y'

13 ’ C CUr3 e

The first factory inspectors’ training course, is scheduled to start 
in K©v*‘ Delhi on 24-2-1947 (vide page 1q of the report of this office for 
January, 1947); the first batch of trainees consists of 20 factory 
inspectors selected from tbs diffsrsnt provinces of India. The decision 
to institute the course, with the co-operation of provincial factory 
inspectorates, was taken at the conference of Chief Inspectors of Factories, 
held at pew Delhi in November,1946 (vide page 15 of the report of this 
Office for November, 1946)*

#he course of training will be held under the personal supervision of 
Sir Y/llfred Garrett, Chief Adviser, Factories, Go-vernment of India. He 
will be inxfejas assisted by a trained band of inspectors. The subject* in 
which training will be imparted will deal with labour welfare, designs of 
factories suitable to India, maintenance of Indus trial workers’ health, 
fencing of machinery, etc. The course will last five-weeks, during 
v/hich there will be a two weeks1 Inspection tour of factories and mills in 
Calcutta and cawnpore.

(The Hindustan Times, 16 and 21-2-1947)*
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Wages in Sugar Industry in Bihar increased: 
Bihar Governsr?nt accepts' Bhabia'committee—

BeportT " '—'—

heference was made at page 11 of the January 1947 Report of this 
Office bo the acceptance by the U-P. Government of the recom-endations of 
the Bhatia Conmittee on wages in the^sugar industry appointed jointly by 
the Governments of U.P. and Bihar, ^he recommendations have now been accept
ed by the Government of Bihar also, i’he resultant graded wage-increases , 
which range from Rs . Io to Bs . 2212 per month, benefit all wage groups up 
to those drawing Rs . 300 per month, with marginal adjustments up to Rs .322-8 
Government propose to request sugar factories in the province immediately 
to give effect to these wage increases ’with effect from the beginning of 
the 1947 crushing season, i'he sugar factories will be compensated by the 
Government of India for the increased cost of production by a subsidy, the 
rate of Vfhich will be seemeS. announced later.

As regards the question of bonus far the current season, the principle 
tmt a bonus should be paid on profits has been accepted. Cane crushing 
operations are now well advanced and at least the trend as regards length 
of season, and other factors can now be assessed. In the light of these 
data and of past practice in the matter of payment of bonus, the Committee 
is now being requested to lay down the basis on which bonus is to be paid.

(The Bihar Gazette Extraordinary, 
dated 18-2-1947 ).

y/ages of Indus tria 1 labour In South-3as t A3 ia : 
------------ ---------------- Pall 'in Heal wages.

The Eastern Economist (Hew Delhi weekly) of 28-2-1947 publishes an 
article under the caption ’’Earnings of Industrial labour in °outh-East 
Asia”, in which a comparative study Is made of^wages of Indus tria 1 workers 
in India, China, Indo-China, Ralaya, Siam and ^Philippines; an attempt 
also is made to correlate money wages to real wages in terms of the cost 
of living. The sages given are v.ostly of the pre-war period (19eo-1939) , 
but in a few cases wage rate3 upto 1943 are taken into account.

The following table gives the total population, total number of 
workers in industry, mining and manufactures, and rates of daily wages 
in these countries:



country • Total population 
(in millions) .

Humber of workers 
in Industry,
Mining *pnd manu
factures (£n Billie

Daily 
wages 
(in U.S.

ns) cents)

Average daily 
wages(in B.S.Cents) ;

•
.. 588 .................... 2.55 ....... . _ r , 24-2<=; P PR.

rtblna ...... .. 422 .................... 4.5n ...... , 2o-4o..
Indo-Cfrina. .. 22 ................... 0 -22

north. T T -24. i>7 c;
Ron th ■ 24 _4A

... 5.5 ............... .. ' 0.24 .......................... 2n«34 . .

... 14 .................... 0.15 .......................... . 2 1 -24 . . ... 31 -K••••••
Philippines ... 16 0-15 .......................... ► 28-32.,................... 5q.'

pall in Real Wages.- Reviewing fcbe general wages position in the 
countries' 61' south. East" Asia, the article points out that the second. World 
Wax’ has led to a fall in real wages, and says : nlt is possible to surmise < 
from available accounts that the impact of the wax* on the past had an import- : 
ant influence in ±5»Sh lowering the standard of living and real wages. The ; 
■ftrnranra lowered prices of the depression enhanced the real income of those ! 
who were retained in employment. Real incones reached the highest level ;
in 1953 in China and Tndo-China. But there was a great deal of distress in ,5 
all these countries ssb owing to the fall in the employment level. The tin J 
an4rubber slump in XX Malaya caused hardship to the Indians and the Chinese 

•who formed the bulk of the labouring population, Liany of them were separat- = 
ed from home, so that distress in India and China increased correspondingly. 
Since then, hand in hand with the improvement in the employment situation, 
there has begun a steady fall in the real wages of the industrial v/age- \
earner; in 1941 the Shanghai it reached half of the 1930 Isvel and in 194o j 
in India it was 61 per cent of what it was in 1956. The peoples of 
South East Asia have thus paid a high price for the war in the form of 
reduced earnings &£ and scarcity of the necessities of life. It is, there
fore, not early to suggest a regional approach to the problems of the 
earnings of labour in this quarter of the globe»

(The Eastern Economist, 28-2-1947, 
pages 4o8-4o9 )•



Tata iron, and steel comr
TPezt of P,rrg;n^.,~.dTl‘-^ owuuas’-----------~Aio~„ n y—“ee=n kte Company and era

la-ca uwkrs' Unions"---- -- -----------------

ran7 »a Kew UagS Scheme :

A inTited?° ‘R S8S t0 288 ’f *““> labour oasette,
January 1947, which reproduces the text of an arrearst recently reached 
he Ween the representatives of the Tata iron and Steel oonmny Ltd., and 
the T^fca Workers’ Union, Jamshedpur. Reference was nude at pares So-31 
of our report for October, 1946, to the new wage v&x scheme swopsored 
by the Company in pursuance of the agreement mentioned above.

(Indian labour C-asette, January, 1947) e

Increased. Wages for Daily-paid Ceylon Government
Employees: Salaries committee *s Report-* .

The Government of Ceylon had appointed some time back a Salaries 
Committee to report on salaries of Government employees. References were 
made at pages 52-54 of the January 1946 and pages 46 of the July 1946 
reports of this Office to the interim and final report of this committee. 
In these reports the Committee had dealt only with the salaries of Govern
ment employees paid on a monthly basis and the Committee was recalled on 
22-1Q-1946 to report on wages of daily paid Government employees.

in particular, the Committee was entrusted with two duties: (a) to 
re-align the daily paid wages prescribed by Sessional paper XX of 1945 in 
the light of the recommendations regarding monthly pay contained in 
Sessional paper VIII of 1946; and (b) to reconsider the conversions of 
daily-paid labourers to their new rates of pdy in the light of the scheme 
of conversion laid down for monthly-ps-id employees.

Through circular letters sent out by the Conmittee to Government 
departments and establishments which have daily—paid employees on.their 
pay roll and to recognised associations of such employees (such as Ceylon 
Railway Workers’ Union, the Government Leather and ceramic *actory■
Y/orkers’ Upions, the Colombo Port Commission ..orkers* nion, the P../.D. 
Factory Workers’ Union, etc.), it was ascertained that the following were 
the main grievances, in respect of wages, of daily—paid Government 
employees: (a) that the increases given to daily—paid employees were much 
less than those given to the corresponding grades of monthly—paid employee

Salaries CommitteeCEYLOU&S Sessional Paper II.-1947:_ of the
recalled to re-align the Daily-paid “ages prescribed by s.P. XX.of 1945 
inthe light of the recommendations in S.P. VIII of 1946; January,1947: 
Printed on the orde s of Government: Printed at the Ceylon Government 
Press, Colombo: To be ’purchased atthe Government Record office,Colombo 
price 25 cents, pages 11.



(&) feh2.t the general level of wages wag' 7 x- V, , . — ^ta v,tia ’regard to housing is urgently necessary* ani i-xn +- ~-io -I *x','o_’
Government daily-raid employees are iaJfccil
should, he on monthly pay. Permanently required and

*7ages_.-_ The Conmittee, which submitted its v.erort in tqav
re commendsT several measures of relief for daily-raidP^nifvLiT 
relief io slight increase in basic daily ware fStL *r P! ' Th? BBln 
maximm wages, and annual rates of increment for certain St^te^ por 
example, the ne.v scales proposed by the Committee for tb= uniSlSa and 
semi -skilled grades of engineering and factory labour are__  and

{■

f
too low; (c) that assistance with

n *^.-3 z * * . . _ ■

f
I

» *

Minimum.
Rs . c.

Unbilled........................ .. ....................... '.. l 24
Semi-3killed,Grade n...................... .. .. 1 44
Semi-skilled, ^rade y........................ 1 so

Taking annual earnings S3 three hundred times 
minima and maxima will then be.—

Unskilled............ ..
Semi-a Id. lied, Grade 
semi-skilied,Grade

II.................................. .....................
I....................................................... ..

and tloo percentage increases above the pre-war

pnakilled................................................. .................................
bemi-skilled, Grade II................................... ................ ..
Semi-ski lied, Grade i.... .. ........... ..

Ra te of
Increment. Maximum.

Rs . c. Rs . c.
0 4 1 80
0 4 2 2o
0 4 2 40

.e daily rate of pay the

'inimum. Maximum.
Rs . Rs •

372 540
452 660
480 72 0

>ates__

Minimum. Maximum.

93 .7^ o 0 .7/3
50 /a 37.5%
66 .6# 5o'%.

Housing.- pally-paid employees1 deputations urged tha ^adequate 
hou3ing accommodation should be presided and asked that hntil it was 
provided some form of a rent allowance should be paid. -After careful 
consideration of all the issues involved, the Commit te© reachad the 
conclusion that it cannot recommend the payment of a rent allowance to 
daily-paid employees, but it strongly recommended that, when Government 
collects any considerable labour force in an area where the housing 
provision is inadequate, Government should tai® steps to provide 3uch 
accommodation as is necessary on reasonable terms as to rent. It is 
understood that nr*gent, action is being taken to build houses In Colombo 
and elsewhere.

Conversion to Monthly-raid Group— It was urged by employees* depi- 
SaSrara nations than those employee* wHo are continuously employed in per
manent under-hair? n n-s should, have prospects of coming on to the permanent 
eg tab 15 n hmari -h, mho Committee is of opinion that lack of such prospects 
Is the real cause for much of the present discontent of daily-paid 
employees and has recommended that as from 1-1—1947 certain categories 
of workers shouldjbe transferred from daily-paid groups to monthly-paid 
groups. x’hese include, among others, supervisory staff and skilled and 
semi-skilled workers with X±ss ten years of continuous service. The 
following proposed new wage rates are given by way of illustration



(in each case, the yearfc pay is given, cut one-twelfth of the amount will 
ie pi id. each month) .

Arri cultural and. Field. labour: Cs,
UnoMlled. .........................................................   42q-12-54o
Semi-skilled.........................................................  444-12-650
Skilled or Supervisory;

Grade TJ. ...................................... .................. . 660-42-954
Grad© I. • ».......... .. .............................. 954-42-1,248

The additional annual cost entailed by the Committee’s recommenda
tions is about Rs.-9 million.



General.

Factories Act, 1954; Administration in pOmbav 
during l94b? -------------- -—- ---------

Humber of Factories and operatives:- Luring 1945 the number of factories 
subject to the control of the Act increased from 4,595 to 4,726. The total 
number of working factories increased from 4,245 to £,294. The number of 
operatives employed in all industries including the weighted night average 
in cotton.—5&&-mills„ were 735,774 as compared with 736,464 in the previous 
year. The total number of women employed was 89,456 of whom 30,074 were 
employed in Bombay and 59,562 in the mofussil. The increase in the number 
of women workers is about 25 per cent more than the 1938 figure although 
there was a steady decrease in the employment of women in seasonal factories. 
During the year adolescents and children were also employed in slightly 
larger numbers .

inspection and improvements in Working conditions;- During the year,
275 perennial and 135 seasonal factories remained, uninspected. The report 
states that there has been some improvements in general cleanliness in a 
number of mill compounds in Bombay, Ahmedabad and elsewhere, whilst road 
surfaces andhhe lay-out of gardens also received attention, some of the 
Bombay mi 11svising "oxychloride” treatment to improve flooring in depart
ments. A number of latrines have been rebuilt, or extended. A beginning 
lias been made in securing compliance with new rules for prevision of washing 
and bathing accommodation. .A number of small improvements have also been 
made in departments which were badly vent ila ted .by air conditioning hit 
larger schemes for better ventilation depend on the availability of plants 
and material, gome cases were reported where, contrary to regulations, 
mills vze re using^Tlive steam when ths dry bulb temperature had exceeded 
85°F.1 As regards housing' "the" report a’’ays “that not much progress has-been 
made in this sphere but the Ahmedabad municipality has taken up the question 
of building nf 4o tenements for housing labourers. Each tenement would 
consist of a living room, a kitchen, a verandah and an open court-yard and 
the cost of each tenement would be about Rs • 5,000. L During the year under 
report 125 creches were provided. In the 1q3 creches for which information 
regarding attendance was available, the number on the roll was 4,153 and 
the average attendance per day was 2,72q or 26.4 per creche. The highest 
average daily attendance in any one mill was 99 in Bombay, 46 in Ahmedabad 
and 188 in Sholapur. Efforts to persuade employers to provide milk for 
creches in certain districts where a large number of women are employed 
have not been successful, in regard to opium drugging of infants and todd
lers, Sholapur and Ehandesh districts were the worst offenders and surrepti
tious doping of children continued even among those brought to the creche .2 
54 factories, of which 44 were in Bombay, had facilities for dining sheds 
for their workers, while in 70 factories there were canteens for the supply 
of cooked food, and 177 factories had canteens offerring tea and refreshments. 
During the year "13 new co-operative credit societies were opened bringing 
the total number of such societies to 159.



io
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*"*4 il39 tota-L nmn^er of accidents was 2S,3o7 of which 65 were 
fatal, 4,fabB serious and 18,656 minor. The Incidence of accidents was 
5.16 per cent of the operatives employed daily. The report adds that 
since 194o the incidence of accidents has gone up considerably, in order 
to prevent accidents, a film has been prepared in four languages for 
exhibition in cinemas frequented by working classes as also in the labour 
welfare centres of the Government of Bombay. as an additional safety 
measure in case of fires, Rule 57 of the Bombay Factories Rules, 1955, has 
been amended to provide1 at least two sets of stairs to factory buildings 
of more than one storey#

(The working of the Factories Act in Bombay during 1944 was reviewed 
at pages 13-14 of our report for March, 1946 ).

• \

(Indian labour Gazette, January, 1947).

Factories Act, 1954: Administration in the united Provinces i
. during 194 b, 

Number of Factories and operatives.- During 1945 the number of I
factories subject to" the control of the Act increased from 1,005 to 1,q47. j 
Of these, 902 were non-seasonal and 145 seasonal. The number of factories • } 
actually working was 969. Sixtyfsix factories did not submit the annual . <
returns. The number of factories rose by 2.76 per cent as compared to the , j
previous year and 77.47 per cent as compared to 1939. g&BS The average • 1
daily number of workers in non-seasonal factories wsxs was 236,056 and > |
4o,412 In seasonal factories. The number of women employed was 4,149 and j |
adolescents l,2oo. As compared to the previous year, the number of women i J
workers decreased by 11.1 per cent and of adolescents by 41 per cent. i

Inspection and Working Conditions.- The total number of inspections j
and vis its made was 2,13b „ dvery" factory was inspected at least once and >
special visits were arranged frequently to enquire into the causes of J
accidents, complaints, etc. As regards working hours the report states }•
that themgh the big non—seasonal factories continued to conform, strictly i
to the Rule3 regulating hours of employment and weekly holidays, certain I
classes of employers, particularly in the textile industry, with a view to . I 
increasing their output, employ a number of over—lappingfrshifts in
larger establishments and it is very difficult effectively to check periods 
of employment and detect irregularities, m regard to sanitation, the -psa 
problem of satisfactory disposal of effluent still remains to be solved as 
progress in this direction depends on availability of biilding material and 
chemicals•

Accidents.«■> Th=> total number of accidents durirg _the year was^5,519 
of which 4o were fatal, 760 serious and 4,716 minor. The report points out 
that the indidence of accidents per hundred workers in factories in the 
Province has increased from 1.6 in 1941 to 1.99 in 1945, and states that 
hh^a can partly be attributed to better reporting, and partly to the spirts 
of industrial activity In the industrial concerns and the employment of new 
hands. Attempts continued to be made to get the larger factories to 
organize Works Safety Committees but no general increase in thBse was reporl 
ed.

(The working of the Factories Act in U-P. during 1944 was reviewed at 
pages 17—18 of our report for January, 1946).

(Indian labour Gazette, January, 1947).,
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Conditions of inhour
L’adFas Govororasms to

In Motor Transport Services? 
appoint Court of .Enquiry •

The Government of Kadras has decided to appoint a court of Enquiry j
to enquire into the conditions of labour in motor transport service- motor {
transport workshops, engineering firms and type foundries in the province. I 
Announcing this, a Government press communique, dated 8-2-1947, states tint j
the commissioner of i-abcur, Madras, has reported that there is a good deal 
of agitation for increased wages, dearness allowance, bonus, leave facili
ties, etc., from the employees of motor transport services both in the City 
and In the xxfd mufassal and that there have also been representations {
and threats of strikes rrom worlsrs employed in the workshops attached to f
transport services and other engineering firms and type foundries doing :
work similar to tint done in the workshops attached to transport services.
As the parties to th© dispute are unable to arrive at an amicable settle- 
ment, the Commissioner has recommended the appointment of a court of -
inquiry under the Trade Disputes Act, 1929. t

(Government of Madras, public 
(Information and Fublicity^DepartGBnt, 
press Communique, dated 8-2-1947 )•

labour conditions in plantations : Madras Government 
Considering Measures for Betterment7

m the Madras legislative Assembly, on lo-2-1947, answering an 
5ntnppn 1 lat-iop relating to the conditions of life and work of plantation 
labour by mt. R. Suryanarayana Rao, ^r. V.V. Girl, Inis ter for labour and 
Industries, Government of Madras, stated that there were o,764 plantations 
ip Madras province and their acreage was 150,373. The number of labourers „ 
employed was 4/760 in 92 factories. The Factories act and Maternity Benefit 
Act were applicable to plantation factories and the question of extending 
the payment of Wages Act to the plantations was under consideration. A 
notification to that effect had been Issued for public criticism. The 
principal methods of recruitment of labour in plantations In South ndia 
was through hanganies working as employers* agents, who were paid advances 
for securing necessary labour. The professional labour supplier as a 
recruiting agent was employed by coffee estates in Wynaad and other estates 
in Malabar. The United planters* Association of South India sfcfi had 
established a Labour Department of its own. Though It was not directly I 
concerned with the recruitment of labour, It registered labour suppliers aud 
assisted in «ending up labour, lio department of Government Expa exercised • 
any check on recruitment of labour by plantations.

diving information on the action taken on the Rege Committee’s reco
mmendations in regard to plantation labour, Mr. Girl said that legislation 
for fixing minimum wages for labourers as is under the consideration of 
tho Governmentbf India. The questions of prohibition of employment of 
children by legislation and registering trade union s of plantation labourers
re under oonajderat-.i nn - With the extension of the payment of Wages Act tov 
lantations in which the maximum wage period Is one month, it 13 expected 
vat the kangani system will disappear. The question of housing industrial
piers and.’ coder workers on a subsidised basis is under consideration, of

7



tli© Government of India and. the Governrrant 
a Central plantation labour Code is under 
meat of India. The question of appointing 
consideration of the provincial Govemrent

of Ladraa . Legis la tion by way of 
the consideration of the Govem-
labcur welfare officers ia under

deferring to the recent plantation labour Conference (vide pages 5-7 
of the report of this Office for January, 1947), he seated that the question 
of undertaking legislation for the grant of holidays with pay. to workers on 
plantations and for the grant of maternity benefit and leave to women /
worlsrs will be * considered by the Governmen t when the decisions of the 
Government of India on the conclusions arrived at by the conference are known

(The Hindu, 11-2-1947),

Factories Act, 1954: Administration in Central 
Provinces and faerar during 194b.

During 1945 the number of factories registered under the Act, in the 
Central Provinces and Berar, increased from l,2o8 to 1,217; the number 
of factories actually at work waa 858 out of which 499 were non-seasonal , 
and 559 seasonal. The average daily number of workers employed in the J 
registered factories was 86,551 men, 22,o2g women, 1,586 adolescents and 
517 children, making a total of 110,263. The largest increase, namely, 
2,299, was in oil mills which was due to new establishments being brought / 
on the register, while the largest decrease, namely, 1,416 was recorded J 
in the case of Textiles.

Living conditions.- The report states that as regards sanitation 
there was"gene'iaITheiT'iciency in maintsinence of latrines and urinals and 
that even a moderate standard of/c lean lines s was lacking, no large 3cale 
jTTipynyeHrant could be effected in the sphere of industrial housing because 
of the general scarcity of building material. A large number of industrial 
concerns appointed their own Welfare Officers who were Instrumental in 
establishing canteens, cheap grain shops, co-operative stores, etc.

Accidents.- The total number of accidents reported during the year 
was 2,950' of which 15 were fatal, 140 serious and 2,795 minor. This gives 
a rate of accidents of 2.67 per cent of the workers employed. The highest 
incidence of accidents, 13.3 per hundred employees, was reported by 
railway workshops ithidhsxths while the lowest, 0.18 was in the printing 
presses. In textile factories the accident rate per hundred workers was / 
3.6.

(Indian labour Gazette, January, 1947).
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Factories Act, 19S4: ftdmlnlatratlnn m yadras
Quring 194 o.~------------ - ------------------

Tho number of factories  ̂jQct to the control offthe Act was 5,217 
at the end of 19.5 of which 5,122 were working. of the latter, 2 626 
were non-seasona and -96 seasonal. The average number of workers employed 
dally m the 2,779 factories which submitted information in time was 
279,176 as compared to 265,6o2 in the previous year.

Accidents »— The toual number of accidents reported during the year 
was 5,0^6 of which 50 were fatal, 1,448 serious and 4 , 028 minor, m 
textile mills and railway workshops a large number of accidents were due 
to the employment of a great number of unskilled workers who had not 
acquired the safety-first consciousness. An analysis of the causes of 
accidents shows tint the largest number, namely r,2oo, or 21.8 per cent 
of the total,was caused by falling weights, 691 or 12.5 per cent by 
machinery moved by mechanical power, 513 or 9.5 .per cent by flying splint
ers; l,36o or 24.6 per cent of the accidents hive been classified as 
miscellaneous.

(The working of the Factories in Madras during 1944 was reviewed 
at pages 12-15 of bur report for December 1945),

(J£Jos Indian labour Gazette, January, 1947) •

Board of conciliation appointed for colliery labour 
biapurea : Miners ‘ conditions of Aiork to be reviewed.

The Coal uine3 Wages Inquiry Committee appointed in. December 1946 
(vide page 12 of the report of this Office for. Dec ember, 1946) could not 
for unavoidable reasons, commence Its work, even by tho first nf week of 
February 1947, Meanwhile, the situation in collieries In the Provinces 
of Bengal and Bihar deteriorated considerably and the breakdown In coal 
production had snpions repercussions on other industries, he Government 
of India has, therefore, appointed a Board of conciliation to enquireinto 
all the labour disputes, existing or apprehended, in the coalfields situated 
in these Provinces. The Beard, appointed in exercise of the powers 
confei’red by section 3 of the Trade Disputes *^ct, 1929, consists of Mr.V/,R, 
Puranik, retired Judge of the Ilagpur nigh court (Chairman) / and Messrs.
S.F, Tarlton, Dr. ^thor^ P.C. Bose and Prof. Abdul Bari as members.

The rH spit ns referred to the BO’-U’d re la ue • mainly to the following 
aspects of conditions of service: ^vision of wages; Increase in dearness 
allowance; Payment of wages to contractors’ labour; nours of work; 
Recognition of workers’ unions; Alleged non-payment of dearness allowance 
to quarry workers; Surely of clothing and foot-wear to coal miners; 
provident fund benefits; Grant of loans to employees on easy terms; Leave 
with pay; Railway passes; provision of houses for miners;. Adequate water 
supply arrangements; Better medical facilities; payment of benefits under},,/ 
Mines Maternity Benefit ^ct; and Educational facilities for children of V 
employees.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary, dated 
5-2-1947;

The Rational Call, dated 7-2—1947 ),
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preliminary negotiations on India’s 3fcerling Balances 
Concluded: Formal Discussions ^5 a-cart .

The Delegation from die United Kingdom, headed by Sir Wilfred Eady, for 
preliminary negotiations on India’s Sterling Balances (vide page 15 of the 
report of tills Office for December 194G), arrived in He’W Delhi on 29-1-1947. 
Informal departmental discussions continued till 5-2-1947, vrhen the u.K. and 
Indian Delegations, consistingof officers of Eis majesty’s Treasury and tie 
Bank of ^ngland on the one hand, and the Finance department and the Reserve 
Bank of India on the other, met formally for preliminary negotiations.

These preliminary talks, of an. entirely exploratory mature, continued 
till 15-2-1947. According to a Government, press coiimuniquS dated 15-2-1947, 
it is expected that the discussions will be resumed on xn a more formal 
basis towards the end of April, 1947.

Background of Sterling Pebts Problem Suggested methods of Settlement .- 
Under clause 10 Of the anglo-Ameriean Loan Agreement, settlements with the 
sterling area countries will be on the basis of dividing accumulated balances 
Into three categories: (1) balances to be released at once and convertible 
Into any currency for current transactions; (2) balances to be similarly 
released by instalments over a period of years beginning in 1951; and (3) 
balances to be adjusted as a contribution to the settlement of war and post-, 
war indebtedness and in recognition of the benefits which the countries 
ofxtiiE concerned might be expected to gain from such a settlement.

Total of Sterling Debts Rs . 16,0§0 million.- India’s sterling balances 
at their~pe,ak in Apri 1, iy25~amouhfc eST To 1£sT iv,51o million; they have 
since receded somewhat, tut still reach the huge total of Hs . 16,oo0 million. 
It is generally assumed that the British delegation raised the point that 
this mass of sterling was far from being an ordinary commercial debt, 
having been accumulated largely in the joint defence of India. The question 
of scaling down the total was then discussed, but the mdian delegation 
strongly opposed the suggestion.

India against ^callng down.- India’s sterling balances are only 
part—Z.t hough the largest part—-of Britain’s total external sterling liabi
lities, which amount to over & 5,000 million. *acts and figures were made 
available to the Indian delegation in regard to Britain s future balance 
of payments as far as foreseeable and her general economic plight. J-n 
reply, the Indian delegation is understood to have dwelt on the circum
stances In which India acquired creditor status and to k&ve outlined her 
urgent needs of capital goods for reconstruction, modernization and expan
sion of industry and agriculture.

(The Statesman, 16-2-1947).
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Badget: of the Government of India t 1947-43.

The Badget of the Government of India for 1947-48 was presented in i
tte Central -Legislative Assembly on 28-2-1947 by hr. Iiaquat Au Khan j
Finance Member x>£ in the Interim Government. Frssh taxation to the extent t
of Rs. 597.5 million, falling mainly on industry, relief to the lower 
middle class by raising the minimum taxable income limit from Rs . 2,000 
to Rs . 2,500 a year, abolition of the Salt Tax, appointment of a commission !
to investigate conditions in which vast wealth has accumulated in the hands ;
of a few businessmen and provision of about Rs . 1,000 million for develop
ment schemes, mostly provincial, are the main features of the first Budget J 
of the Interim Government. Among the taxation proposals are a levy ef- 
special income-tax of 25 per cent on business profits and professional 
and vocational incomes exceeding Rs . 100,000 a year, a tax*on capital 
gains, doubling of the export duty on tea and increase of corporation tax 
from 1 anna to 2 annas. Ihe Finance lember also announced the appointment 
of an Economy Committee 4-Government *s decision to nationalise the Reserve i
Bank of India in due course and to bring in legislation for regulating -L
stock exchanges. A sum of Rs . 175.5 million will be spent In subsidies 
for import of food grains. j

Financial Position.- ^he following figures Indicate tte financial J
position in 1946-47 , and the Budget estimates, at tte existing level of |
taxation, for 1947-48. j

I
in Millions of Rupees. i———---------- ———-------- 1

1946-47 1946 -47 1947-48 ■
Budget SstinatesBudget Estimates. Revised Estimates

Revenue 3o65 *3 3361.9 2794 .2

Expenditure
Defence 2453 .4 2381.1 1887 • 1
Civil llffcG.l 1433.6 13 yl.V

Total 35^.5 3814.7 3278.8

Deficit 452 .8 484 .6

TRa Expenditure estimates do not cal© into account the expenditure 
which/'th.e Central Government may have to incur as the result of the 
recommendations of the Pay feommlssiop. ihe decrease in the revised 
estimates of expenditure on Defence ‘-’ervlees for 1946-47 Is due mainly 
to the receipts accruing to India from the sale proceeds of American surplus 
stores as a result of tte Washington lend—tease agreement . and to an. over
estimate in the budget of India’s liability for stores, "tese factors were 
offset to some extent by heavier expenditure caused by tte retardation of 
the rate of general demobilisation owing to internal distrubances in the BE 
country, and heavy arrear payments on account of Reciprocal Id to the TJ.S.A. 
chiefly relating to tte supply of raw materials and compensation for damage _ 
to tea gardens requisitionei for the TJ.S.A. forces.



The Deficit of Rs. 484.6 million for 1947-48 given above doas not 
take into account uhe net loss of Rs. 8* .5 million to revenues as a result 
of tbs abolition of the alt Tax. ±he net deficit, taking into account 
on the debit side this loss and on the credit aide the yield f^om fresh 
taxation, will he:

Deficit at the existing level of taxation..........Rs .
Deficit after abolition of ^alt Tax.........................
Yield from ^resh taxation................................. ............. rs .
Ret Deficit................. ....................... ....................................... *

484.6 million 
567.1 ”
597.5 n
169.6 n

Importa nc e of Regiona1 pjanning.- Introducing the Eudget, the Finance 
member s tated tint' it wcUid tse his particular endeavour to reduce, to the 
maximum extent possible, the glaring disparities that existed to-day 
between the incones and standards of life of the wealthy classes and vae-fe

poverty-stricken masses, of India, and to contribute to the 
be3t of his ability to the improvement of the economic conditions of the : 
common man •

Emphasising the importance of regional planning in the economy of this 
sub-continent, he said, that the fundamental object of all planning and 
development is to raise the standard of living of the masses. In order,to 
ensure uniform improvement in the standard of living, it is essential 
that all parts of the country, particularly the backward areas, should 
develop a sound and balanced economy. A balanced economy implies tte co
ordinated development of the soil, water resources, electric power, agri
culture, industry, health, education and trade and a just and equitable 
distribution of wealth. Such an economy can best he achieved if planning 
proceeds on a regional basis. The Indian sub-continent with its population 
of 4oO million, which is one-fifth of the human race, and its area of nearly 
160,000 square miles, is far too big to he treated as one unit for the 
purpose of planning. It is often urged in support of Central planning that 
it would avoid overlapping and waste of resources. In the present undeve
loped state of the country this would appear to he an academic argument 
which hardly has any relation to facts. The India of today is in such a 
backward state of development that it might well takB at least another 
generation before reaching a stage when she could talk of overlapping and 
waste of resources.

Economy Committee to he set up.- !i‘ho finance Member pointed, out 
that S' sc'ru'fin^ in certain respecbs~of the Central Government’s expenditure 
for the purpose cf conserving tt© country’s resources for development 
H>ould he useful. It might, for instance, be found that some of the 
as tab ~i 5nhmanta of the Government of India were susceptible of reduction, 
certain wartime activities which in the first instance were undertaken 
to meet specified wartime requirements might have escaped review even though 
the need for them might have ceased to exist, and lastly, it might also be 
necessary to see if the Central Government had undertaken any functions or 
activities which legitimately fall within the provincial s phe re
beyond whnt w-'vg—nooossa^y-. Sven though the Finance Department, in the 
course of Its day to day working, conducts an examination of expenditure 
proposals keeping all these considerations in view, he felt that there 
might he advantages in an ad hoc review at this stage by a committee which 
would examine the matter in its broad aspects and from a detached point of 
view. Re proposed that an Economy Committee should be appointed for that 
purpose. The object of the comnittee would not be to conduct a retrench^, 
ment campaign in the sense in which that expression, is ordinarily under
stood. but to make sure that the res-ources of the Central Government 
were utilised to the fullest advantage of the community.



nationalisation of the Reserve Rank of India.- The Finance remh»T» 
said that he was convinced rhac the advantages of nationalisation outweigh 
any possible disadvantages, HQ had, therefore, come to the conclusion 6 
that the Reserve Rank should he nationalised; the time and manner of 
effecting the change being a matter B&c for separate consideration in 
due course.

Control of Stock Exchanges.- The Finance hember pointed out that in 
recent years speculative activity had tended to increase, particularly on 
stock exchanges, with serious consequences to the banking system and 
credit structure of the country 03 a whole, unbridled speculation had 
been a serious ^impediment to the growth of proper investment. The Question 
of regulating Exchanges had been the subject of a special enquiry by the 
Economic xidviser foJfp’inance Department, and the view of Provincial Govern
ments had also been elicited. He hoped to place before the House, after 
the necessary examination was completed, the measures that might be necess
ary in that behalf.

Social justice: income-tax investigation Committee.- m India there 
were,““oh the one hand, a class of multi-mi Hi ona ire3 rolling in wealth 
and holding the economy of the country in their grip by exploiting for their 
own profit the labour of the poorer classes, and, on the other hand, the 
vast multitudes who eke out, somehow or other, a miserable existence 
precariously near the starvation line. The conditions created by the last 
war served to accentuate thsse disparities; the rich became richer and 
the poor poorer. This meant the concentration of wealth in fewer and 
fewer hands and, inevitably, the use of that wealth for acquisition of 
business, companies, public utilities, and the press. A set of conditions 
in which the few were able to wield such vast power over the many could 
hardly be regarded as anything but a negation of the principles of social 
justice. Wealth shoulc^iot be allowed to circuihate only among the wealthy.

The first proposal, in this connection, was the setting up of a 
Commission to investigate that aspect of the great private accumulations 
of wealth in recent years which was concerned with direct taxation. HQ 
said an enormous amount of income was alleged to have escaped taxation 
either owing to deliberate evasion or to the inadequacy of the income-tax 
Department or to both, and huge sums were said to have been made in black- 
market operations. The object of setting up a special investigation 
Commission with full powers , therefore, would be to get to the bottom of 
the matter and to make recommendations to Government in regard bo such 
action as might be found necessary.

Taxation Proposals.- Between the total estimated expenditure, both 
civil "and defence, of rs. 3278.8 million and the total estimated revenue, 
at the existing level of taxation of Rs . 27 94.2 million, there was a 
gap Of fis . 484.6 ini' 1Unn, which would be further enlarged by the with
drawal of the salt tax. This proposal would mean a loss of Rs • 92.5 
million of revenue, to which must be added a further Rs . 10 million for 
refunds of duty on 3tocks • 'The expenditure on 3alt administration would 
be met by adjustnent of the selling price of Government salt and of the 
cess on salt manufactured under licence, thus leaving a net loss of 
Rs . 82.5 million. The problem, the Finance Member, said was ho.v to make 
up a total deficit of rs . 567.1 million. He declared that he had decided 
that the greater part of that gap should be filled by direct taxation 
and his proposals for new or increased taxation were designed to yield 
Rs. 44o million, of which Rs . 4o million would go to the Provinces as 
their share, His taxation proposals were:

Abolition of Salt Tax.- In regard to the salt Tax, the objections 
were Weii-'knovJn - t;5e moS f valid being that it was laid upon a prime
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necessity oi" lifs and that it was regressive, the poor man paying as much 
as the rich man and. perhaps, if he was a manual worker, even more* On 
the other hand., the incidence on the individual consumer was light, whi 1<=> 
the annual yield in revenue amounted to more than Rs . 9o million. The 
excise duty on indigenous salt and the customs duty on imported salt 
would accordingly be withdrawn with effect from the 1-1-1947. individuals 
would, however, bo allcv/ed to make or collect salt for their own purposos. 
in order to provide that as far as possible the full benefit of the remis
sion of duty was passed on to the consumer, maximum wholesale and retail 
selling prices would be prescribed, and failure to observe those maxima 
would be liable to penalty.

Income-Tax; Minimum Exemption Limit raiaed.- in the fitted of direct 
taxation, the Finance Member announced, tbs minimum income-tax exemption 
limit, which was Rs . 2,000, would be raised to rs . 2,500. The cost of 
this relief to the lower middle class would be about Rs . 2.5 million.

Special Income-Tax of 25 per cent on Business profits.- A special 
income-tax of £b per cena or business proxies exceeding Rs . 100,000 a year 
is to be levied. The proposed tax was very much more simple to operate J
and very much l&SzssPSfx fairer in its incidence than the Excess Profits 
Tax.^ It also embraced professions and vocations vzhich were exempted from 
the ^xeess profits Tax. To prevent hardship in the case of moderate 
incomes a limit of exemption of Rs . 100,000 has been fixed. The yield 
from the tax was estinated at Rs . 300 million for 1947-48.

Tax on Capital Gains.- Large capital gains tad been made inxrecent 
years ""find Were" still-'being made owing to prevailing conditions. These 
profits were, as the law stood, outside the scope of the Income-t&x Act. 
Describing these profits as "untfftfotted income*1, he stated that his proposals 
distinguished between gains made from the disposal of capital assets held 
for two years and those held for more than two years, in the case of the 
former the usual rates of income-tax and super-tax would apply, while in 
the case of the latter super—tax vzould not be levied. This distinction, 
however, would not apply to companies as they xxxdd were not assessed to 
graduated rates of super—tax. The proposals further provided for ignoring 
profits and losses not exceeding Rs • 5,000 a year, -the tax was expected 
to yield Rs . 35 million in 1947-48.

Other Taxation proposals.- other minor changes were a Iso proposed 
In the corporation rax, present rates of super-tax, dividened tax and 
the existing export duty on tea.

(Further details regarding the Budget vzill be given in the report 
of thia office for &arch, 1947 )• -

zThe Gazette of In^ia, Extraordinary, 28-2-1947} 
The Times of India, 1-5-1947 )•

1



Baltoay aidset for 1947-48= Ralbvay Fares to be 
increased./ 2-------------- -------

rupee of existing passengers faros and slight adjustments in an upward 
direction of certain special and s tat ion—to -station goods rates nwh5 oh 
have in the past been fixed at unduly low levels for various reasons 
which no longer operate • Another prominent feature is a work3 programme 
of ^s. 5oo million, the largest on record, which provides, inter alia for 
the beginning of construction of the Kanchrapara locomotive”lianufacture 
Plant (vide page 72 of the report of this office for December 1946).

The following are the budget estimates figures for receipts and exnen- 
ditures for seSuscoH 1947-48:

1947-48

Budget Estinates)

Gross Recipts •.. 
Gross Expenditure 
Gross Surplus ...

Rs . 183o millions. 
Rs. 1355 ”
Rs . 475 "

in this, the first Budget presented after the Interim Government 
took office, the demands for granjjs have been rationalised and rearranged 
to secure better legislative and 1reasury control of expenditure. The 
development of a new technique of financial control better suited to a 
commercial departnent 13-kn the Railways is foreshadowed and ways and 
means of improvement in the net earnings ^hotA-by a—roduction of new

ijhpiy to yield pot gains-t are to be Investigated by the Indian 
Railway inquir^Committee , 1947, which will conmence to function early in 
the budget year.

Points of interest to the office in the Railway Member *s speech 
introducing the budget are briefly dealt with below:

cloth (RQ.1= annas 16=pies 192).
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Rehabilitation^ toy aaitoe... During 1946-47, over a thousand 
train"services have been reintroduced on the princical railways reivinr 
on increased daily passenger tram mileage Of over 67,000. Ito'present 
passenger train mileage is approximately 80 par cant of the pre-war figure. 
With the increase injths stock of goods wagons on the railways of India 
and the decrease in the lead of military goods movement, it is hoped that 
goods services during 1947-48 will he greatly improved. The 1947-48 
fidget includes a provision of about Hs • 25o million for the construction 
of new lines and restoration of branches dismantled during the war and the 
programne of projects has been referred again to Provincial Governnents 
for review.

pay and Conditions of ’.York of Hallway Employees.- The Transport 
Minister recapitulated the relations Detween xxxihkex&h Government and 
organized railrzay labour in the current year and recalled the strike 
notice az? served by the All-mdia Railwaymen’s Federation on 1-6-1946, and 
the negotiations after which it was rescinded on 21-6-1946. He spoke of 
the grant of interim relief to railway staff the reference of certain 
questions regarding hcurs of work, periodic rest and leave rules to an 
adjudicator and the embargo on retrenchment pending his award. He 
pointed out that strikes, stoppages of work and "go slow" policies s?eact 
detrimentally on the workers as well as on the country’s economy and he 
gave a firm assurance that decisions on pay and conditions of service will 
be taken by the Government as rapidly as possible after the reports of the 
pay Comnission and the Adjudicator are received. He sounded a note of 
caution, however, that substantial increases in pay bills might involve 
substantial increases in freight ratea which in turn react on coinn odity 
prices. The result may well be that the worker finds himself no better off 
and inflation has received a .fillip. The greater the height reached by 
the inflationary spiral, the greater the subsequent retrocession and 
consequent suffering.

Coal Situation.- '-^fae coal situation has continued to cause anxiety. 
Considerhble savings have been effected by the fuel economy campaign on 
railways. As a temporary measure increasing use is made of oil and other 
alternative fuels, and as regards long-term policy the introduction of 
1 jgbter mlnng stock and the electrification of 1,500 miles of railway 
are being investigatedywhlle the development of diesel electric and other 
forms of traction is also under examination.

Central Transport Board.— A Central transport Board tas been set up 
and is" expected, in due course"' to develop an integrated machinery to co
ordinate all farms of transport so as to provide the best possible service 
for the least real cost stfexih to the community. provision of ^s. 15 
million i3 included in the Budget for Investment In joint road-rail 
companies on the basis of decisions of the ministerial Governments in 
provinces.

(Th© Hindustan Times, 18-2-1947;
The Times of India, 18-2-1947;
The Bombay Chronicle, 18-2-1947).



Raji?ay Budget for 1947-1948 :
' ' Cehrrax Assembly;—~ passed by

increase in Railway pares and Freights 
discussed in the -------------- opposed.- The Railway Budget 

. .. a Centrai "legis la tive Assembly on 20-2-1947.
Budget, particularly the proposed en- 

rates . and denanded better amenities for

for I94?-^8 was 
A number of members
hancement of fares ana freight . , ___ ____
travellers, particularly for third class passengers

Replying to the debate, Dr. John ka^thai, Transport ^^mberjdeclured 
that he v/as impressed by the demand made for amenities for third class 
passengers and assured the House that this matter was one of constant 
anxiety for him and his Department. He hoped soon to take steps’.to relieve 
overcrowding by increasing the accommodation far third class passengers. 
Defending the proposal to increase fares, he pointed out that higher costs 
were an inescapeable concomitant ofjthe programme of nationalisation.

j

Railway Administration Policy Criticised:- During the course of the 
discussion on the Budget, hr.-Prank’Anthony stated that there was hitter 
unrest and sullen non-co-operation among railway employees and h'e strongly 
pleaded for a reorientation, which he thought was long overduerin the 
psychological approach of the administration, so that the legacy of authori
tarian tradition inherited from the old company -managed railways might be 
thrown aside and the employees might be made to feel that the administra
tion was not composed of tyrants. He joined in the complaint against over
work on some railways on which men were compelled to work up to 32 hours 
continuously under the omnibus excuse that war conditions required it.

Demand for mdianisation of Railway Board.- A number of token cut 
mot ions "urging” revision oi railway "rates and fares, reorganisation^ 
railway administration and Indianisation of the Railway Board and economy 
cuts in working expenses were discussed^ oft 22-2—1947 in the Central 
Assembly, but were, withdrawn after assurances from the Transport Member. 
Speaking on the propos«s5l for speeding up the process of nationalisation, 
the Transport Member pointed out tint Government had laid down that there 
should be no further recruitment of non—Indians into Indian services except 
in special cases and that with the approval of the Home Department of the 
Government of India. As far as the railways wore concerned, there had been 
no recruitment of non-Indians for various reasons since 1941. He made It 
clear that it was Government’s future policy that there would be no further 
recruitment of non—nationals, but non-nationals who were already in service 
and who, on grounds of seniority and merits and the actual record of their 
work on behalf of the Government, wore eligible for preierment or promo
tion would not be kept out merely on racial grounds. He stated that if 
by some kind of reorganization it woulqbe possible to introduce the 
personal human touch Into ttee* railways, he for one would warmly welcome it. 
He pointed out that fakers v/as an organisation actually in being on some of 
Indian railways for dealing with that problem, particularly from the point 
of view of training up a corps of railway of facials who would have the 
necessary skill and experience and outlook for dealing with those human 
problems. There are arrangements for training some of Indian officers for 
that purpose in Calcutta university. The Transport Member wanted to have 
that idea further encouraged.

• H •3
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Interim Settlement between Ra-n./n-Federation^ Hr .lX joig ^ilvaynen »s
11 the failure of the Hallway Board, *• IjQ*JjCUrI moved a cut to discuss
with tbe All-mdia Hailwaymen’s PeSration*Pfche lnterim settlement 
of this Office for ^y, 1946). He said Fsea 45-45 of fch2 report
bad not been given the benefit of infc^^ 6°'000 casual labourers
tended on behalf of the adminis?rat?°$ Rs * 4-8 * was con-
market rates but his information Was tV?t*labcursrs paid at
was thfit those who retired from railvn-"*^ < >YT3 ?ot 30• Another ’’failure" 
Elven the benefit of the S i’l'? in Aus„at,1946, were not

International labour Conference held F i?n -TOSae4 *T tto
been applied fully to all the railways. Suwortinr had oot Tet
Kara (Homina ted, Labour) urtred that ortil?G the cut, hiss raniben
men in regard to hours of work ^d Sa4 shnnil^n3^^^10113 of ^ilway- 
placed on the same level. houldjbe abolished and all employees

Mr. Z»H» Khan, replying for the Government, said that casual 
labourers were engaged for a specific vzork and their employment terminated 
with the cessation(of that work. They were given wages at the scheduled 
irarket rates as distinct from^he fixed scales in regular establishments • 
SJhEyxKXZS The wages paid to casual labourers took into account the cost of 
living and,so far as the railways vzere aware, they vzere generally higher 
than those paid to similar whole-time staff, interim relief was never 
intended to be given to men vzho had retired from service. There were real 
practical difficulties in tracing men who had retired. He pointed out 
that the question of hours of work and leave was under reference to the 
Adjudicator.

Transport Member’s Assurances.- Replying to hr. joshi’s cut motion. 
Dr. M’atthai said that he was hot" concerned at all in the negotiations tint 
took place in 1946 but he was satisfied that in all the decisions the 
Railway Board had come to they were not in the least actuated by any 
desire to back out of the engagements which they reached with the All- 
india Railwayman’s Federation, ^he Government was anxious that Xfcis it3 
relations vzith tfee labour shoulc^be placed on a
and Government would take every stop necessary

Mr. joshi’s cut motion was rejected. The Assembly passed the 
remaining grants, and the Budget was passed.

really satisfactory footing 
towards that purpose.

(The Hindus tan Times, 21,23,26 and 27-2—1947)
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nationalisation of Air Trans port in ynaia ; 
Civil Aviation bonlerencewev; u<=±bY"--------

1-2-19477--------- - --------------- -----

With & view to obtain the views of different interests and. bodies on. 
the nationalisation of air transport in India, the setting up of an All- 
india Civil ^viation Board, and the development of flying clubs in India, 
a Civil Aviation Conference, convened by gardar Abdur Rab Rl3htar,^Communi- 
cations '“ember in the interim Government, was held on 1-2-1947 at new Delhi. 
The Conference wa3 attended by representatives of the Central, Provincial 
and States Governments, commerce and industry.

The discussions at the Conference showed some divergences of opinion 
among the representatives on the main issue of nationalisation; the 
Government’s decisions will be announced later.

Progress of Civil Aviation: Review by Communications member.- Hr. '
I; is liter, Communications Member, In his address to the Conference, re viewe d 
at length the progress of civil avidtion ijnindia, referred to recent 
international aviation agreements to wpicli^fiud become a party, and discussed 
the arguments for and against «-? nationalisation. The main points made in 
the speech are briefly noticed below:

Civil Aviation Conferences.- on two previous occasions representatives 
of provincial and States Governments and the public have been called into 
counsel to consider the problems of post-war civil aviation. Tn April,1944, 
the first meeting of the Policy committee for Posts and Air considered plans 
for the development of internal air transport and the programme of aerodromes 
and air route construction. In January, 1946, the committee met again (vide 
pages 74-76 of the report of this office for January,1946) to consider 
plans for the development of external air transport, training and education,

***Jthe aeronautical radio service and other proposals relating to the general 
organisation of civil aviation.including a proposal for the establishment 
of an all-mdia air board.

Progress unde by 1946 : 15 Air Routes and 11,600 -air ^oute Mileage.—
m 194b, the civil companies, operating air services for Government, ~ 
operated a total of 2 million capacity ton miles in the year, in January, 
1946, the scale of operations established on a commercial basis was equi
valent to an operation of 4 million capacity ton miles a year. In December, 
1946, the operations were on a scale providing lo million ton miles of 
transport in the year. At the end of 1946, 15 air routes were in operation 
with a total air route mileage of 11,600 miles.

The po3t-war plan provided, in the Initial stage of development, for 
11,000 miles of air route and a total transport operation of 17 million ton 
miles a year. While two or three of the planned main routes renain to be 
brought •?ntn operation, several subsidiary routes have been established 
with provincial or State assistance. The services on some routes are not 
yet operated on a dally frequency, but on some of the more important routes, 
such as Bombay—Karachi Bombay—Delhi and Delhi—Calcutta, there are services 
twice a day. The net result is that during the year 1946 a substantial part 
of the planned Initial development of air transport has been put into 
operation.
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growth, of ^raffle; 1q4,<„„ . .... .. w, . ->Q0° ^ssengers in 1946,- Tho growth of traffic

has been even more remarkable.IK±9io cue civil operators carried a total 
of 22,000 passengers, in 1946, 104,000, Xexsx i.e.,‘almost a five-fold 
increase. J-hs air services were operated at the high average load factor 
of 76 P^ cent on all operations throughout 1946, The traffic prosnects, 
as revealed by the traffic returns for 1946, hive completely changed the 
financial and other aspects of the earlier plans.

Capital Investment: Rs . 42o Million by 22 Air transport Companies 
There-are ah present companies with ah authorized, capita'llof As. 42o “ 
million, registered in India, for the purpose of operating air transport. 
Seven otto with a capital of approximately ps , 13o million, are contemplat
ed. Of the authorized capital, Government have only sanctioned the is sue* of 
.tig, 97 million, rive of these companies only are in actual operation today, 
in the post-war Ij2an, prepared about two years ago, it was estimated that 
not more tW four air transport companies could be maintained initially 
on the operation of the major air services in India; The Air Transport 
Licensing Board (vide page 50 of the report of thi3 office for. June, 1946) 
has issued provisional licences to five companies only, to operate the air 
services already XEfEXsd referred to. The Beard has been engaged in a very 
heavy programme of preliminary investigation, During fche current financial 
year, 1946-47, India has re-established the pre-war flying club3 with 
financial assistance from the Centre on a scale which permits a-als oP
flying at the low rate of Rs . 15 per hour, over 400 pilots are now under 
training in India’s flying clubs.

Evils of Private Enterprise: Need for Rigid control.- The evils of 
private enterprise are already man lies ting-themselves in the matter of (a) 
dispersal and, therefore, dissipation of the limited supply of trained and 
qualified technical staff' (b) dispersal of the limited supply of aircraft 
and engine spares; (c) the multiplication of overhead establishment and 
other charges; (d) over-capitalisation, involving inefficient and inade
quate use of equipment, including aircraft, spare parts, workshops, tools, 
etc. If, therefore, the country permits private enterprise to continue to 
operate in this sphere, private enterprise will have to subixLt to a system 
of very close control over its activities In the interests cf the country 
at large; and the authorities charged with the regulation of air transport 
will have to carry out their duties with a ruthless disregard for the 
interests of the infH v? dual. Concluding his exposition of the position 
with regal’d to nationalisation, he said that it was not a question of whether 
air transport should be nationalised or whetter It should be left ho private 
enterprise, the choice lay between nationalisation and rigidly controlled 
private enterprise. He said he had never concealed hi3 preference for 
nationalisation, but he would take decisions on the merits of the case and 
not on principles and dogmas .

India and international Air AgreementsIn the field of international , 
aviatioh.','" Qoverrimenf'has denounced the Paris onvention and decided to 
ratify the new International Convention on bivil Aviation signed at Chicago 
In 1944. which replaces the Paris Convention. The position regarding air 
transport services between caintries , however, remains the same. They 
depend on bilateral agreement between them, as the Chicago Conference 
failed to evolve a multilateral agreement. India has already concluded 
such a bilateral agreement with the united states of .America, the Nether
lands ’ Delegation was recently in India to negotiate an air agreement and 
negotiations with the United Kingdom for a bilateral agreement are likely 
to be started. flitfa. the neighbouring countries of Afghanistan, Persia,
China, Burma, and Ceylon, India soon hopes to conclude similar a greens nt s . 
The one basis of all these agreements is complete reciprocity in rights 
given. The pcs t-?war plans were based onthe assumption tha t the technical



resources ox .he country would rirst have-to be applied to the development 
of internal services, Euu the development has been quicker than expected 
and India has reached the stage when she should embark on a -hoia wnrrwmm.athe _ 

own external services
and
of establishing her

(The Statesman, 2-2-1947).

Rubber (Production and harkoting) sill, 1947: 
deferred to a delect" Committee .

^he Government of India gazetted on 9-1-1947 the Rubber (Production 
and marketing) Bill, 1947, v/hich extends to the whole of British India. The 
Statement of objects and Reasons, appended to the sill, points cut that 
during the years immediately preceoding the war, the rubber industry had 
to face difficult problems arising out of overproduction. With the occupa
tion of the Aitch East indies and Malaya by japan, however, rubber became a 
scarce commodity and the Indian Rubber production sen rd was set up in 1942 
(vide pages 50-37 of the report of this office for October, 1942) with the 
object of encouraging and ensuring increased production of rubber by all 
possible means. The Rubber Control and Production Order, 1946 (v/hich repeal, 
ed the old order of 1942 on the termination of the purchase of rubber by 
Government) expired on 50-9-1946. The rubber industry is anxious about 
its future and any continuation of the present uncertainty will tend to 
reduce production. A recent source of difficulty to the producers of 
natural rubber will be the ’’synthetic'1 variety. It is in the national 
interests to ensure the production of natural rubber inthis country.

At a conference representing all interests held recently to consider 
th&s matter, it v/33 held by an overwhelming majority that on the termina
tion of the Rubber Control and production Order, a statutory organisation 
should be set up to look after the interests of the rubber producers in 
India, its functions inter alia will be to take steps for the efficient 
marketing of TnrH an ruboer, aavise Government on imports and exports, 
recommend fair prices, promote research and, in short, do all such^other 
things as may be necessary for the development of the industry. ■Lho propo
sed Bill has been designed to achieve this object.

The Bill was introduced in the Central Assembly on 3-2-1940 and 
after discussion was referred to a Select Committee on 5-2-1947. In the 
course of/the debate, Hr. K.H. Joshi(norainated,labour) urged that adequate 
representation to labour shot?.Id be given on .the Board.

(The Hindustan Times, 6-2-1947;
The Gazette of India, dated 11-1-1947, 
part W pages 1-11, L-A.Bill Ho.I of 1947).
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increase in Cotton Acreage and Abolition of vxnort Duty 
urgea: Jjait-learlj peering oi‘ inaiun Central Gotten

Committee., Bombay.--------- •— -------------------

important matters relating to Indian cotton were discussed at the j'
half-yearly meeting of the Indian Central Cotton Committee held at Bombay {
from 27-1-1947 to 1-2-1947, with Sfr Da tar Singh, president of the Committee I 
and Vice-president of the imperial Council of Agricultural Research, in the j? 
chair.

increase in Cotton Acreage urged.- The subject of the acreage that 
should be sown unoer cotton in the ensuing 1947-48 season, with particular 
reference to the food position in the country as well as the present acute 
shortage of cotton seed, was, in the first instance, considered by the 
planning Sub-Committee. At the meeting of the main committee, it lias unani- • 
motisly agreed that, provided the food position in the country permits, the 
Committee should press for an increase in the cotton area for the 1947-48 I 
season.

Abolition of Export Duty.- A resolution, moved by pr. H.Q. saraiya, 
requesting the Government of India to assure that the export duty on cotton 
would be abolished as soon as it tended to act as a handicap to the export 
of Indian cotton was unanimously passed. The resolution also urged Govern
ment to abolish forthwith the duty on cotton of which there was a surplus 
in the country and for which there were alternative sources of supply.
During the discussion ofl the resolution several members drew the attention 
of Government to the tendency for the narrowing of the disparity between 
Indian and world cotton prices and suggested that the proceeds of the duty 
collected should be placed at the disposal <f the committee for financing 
measures beneficial to the Indian cotton grower.

Low ceiling Price for Indian Cotton condemned.- A hi Is reviewing the 
position' regarding the inbrocTuctionjof legislation co prohibit the mixing 
of cotton in India, it was unanimously agreed that the Government of India 
should be informed that, in,the opinion of the committee, Government’s 
present cotton yfrnETy policy - particularly as regards the fixation of the 
ceiling price of desi (indigenous) cotton at a low level - was encouraging 
the malpractice of mixing of short with medium and long staple cottons. It 
was the considered view of the committee that unless immediate steps are 
taken to remedy this position, irretrievable damage might result to the 
purity of the new and improved types of cotton and all the skill, money 
and labour spent on their improvement and extension over a number of years 
be wasted.

Need for increasing Purchasing power of cotton Growers— The Committee, 
in reviewing the work done on cotton Tn the various provinces and States, 
unanimously agreed that the standards of living of cotton growers are 
largely dete-rmtnaH by their purchasing power and that their purchasing power 
can be considerably improved by increasing the productivity of their lands 
and by improving the quality of their produce. Several non-official 
members of the Committee explained the cotton growers * view point and 
pointed out that cotton was a food crop in the sense that cotton seed was 
essential for feeding cattle and that the diversion of cotton acreage to 
food crops had not achieved the desired objective. The Committee, therefore, 
approved of the appointment of a special Sub—committee to examine the presoit 
measures adopted to attain these ends and make recommendations as to the 
nature nf and scope of those activities which will best serve to hasten 
the tempo of development.

V



Regional Cotton Research Stations.- The Committee also considered 
tho desirabi II ty ol'establishing regional cotton research, stations in India 
so located as to serve the interests of each major cotton grcsring region.
In its opinion there v/as need for closer co-ordination of the ur>T»ir 
each tract and also for greater specialisation in investigations of local 
cotton problems. Team work was essential in the investigation Xn of 
problems concerned vzith plant breeding, cotton genetics, agronomy, croo 
rotations and plant diseases between suitably qualified scientists in 
charge of each of these subjects at each station. The conmibtee recommended 
that at least six regional cotton research stations with a full complement 
of scientific sections, including a micro-spinning unit, should be establish 
ed.

To improve cotton yieldsjin India, the Committee, as a short range 
programme, recommended that early steps should be taken (1) to underbake 
desirable extension schemes for the application of the economic results 
of research to the cotton crop and (2) to underbake desirable research 
schemes on the agronomic aspects of cotton cultivation, especially crop 
rotation.

The Committee also considered the recommendations contained In the 
reports of the various Sub-Committees such as the Agricultural Research 
Sub-committee, the cotton Forecast Sub-committee and the Cotton Ginning 
and'Pressing Factories Sub-Cocroittee and practically approved of them.

(The Times of India, 1 and 3-2-1947; 
press pote Iseh dated 5-2-1947, 
issued by the Indian Central Cotton

Consnittee ) •

Indian Trade Fission to Middle Hast.

The Government of India has decided to send a trade delegation to 
the Kiddle East. The purpose of the Mission will be to make a brief 
survey of trade in these countries with special reference to their trade 
with India, particularly their potentialities as markets for ndian goods 
and manufactures, and to suggest ways and.means far the rehabilitation 
and development of Indian trade with these countries.

The Mission, consisting of Mr. M.A.H. Ia^ani (leader), Mr. Ebrahim 
Yusuf zainal Alireza (Adviser), Mr. M. Ayub (Secretary), and Mr. naridas 
IAljee, Jaji Daiaood Bhoy Habib and Mr. C .C. javeri (Members), is expected 
to leave India in the first week of March, 1947,and will visit Iran, Iraq, 
Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, Egypt, the Sudan and the Hed jaz .

(’Vanguard’, dated 22-2-1947)



The c,p, and Berar galea Tax Td.ll. laav? 
introduced in legislative Assembly?1

on. 24-2-1947, the C.P. and. Berar Sales <pax '•’ill 19i7 
in the Central Provinces and Berar legislative AgSemblv b^’ 
Minister, hr. D.E. Mehta. J J

was intro due e d 
:he Finance

• The Statement nna of Objects and Reasons, appended to the Bill, points 
out that it io considered necessary to impose a measure of taxation to 
offset loss of revenue on account of introduction of protH bi tinn and to 
meet comnituments Xnr made for post-war development plans . The ^tatfimant 
further emphasises that the proceeds from the tax will be used mainly for 
improving amenities including sanitation, in urban areas on which the 
incidence of the tax will largely fall. The tax is proposed to be levied 
at the rate of G pies in the rupee on the taxable turnover, For luxury 
articles, such as silk, jwellery, perfumery, gramophones, radio sets, 
cameras, glassware, carpets, etc., the rate will be 12 pies in the rupee; 
and essential articles used'by rich and poor like food stuffs (food grains, 
meat, milk, salt, etc.), firewood, agricultural implements, school text 
books and accessories, cooked food in hotels, newspapers, etc., will be 
totally sxnmzstfrsm exempt from the tax.

(The Central provinces and Berar Gazette,
Extraordinary, dated 24-2-1947; pages 49-58; 

1 Lawn dated 26-2-1947 ).

Commodities prices Board set up: MoVe to reduce 
Cos t of Living"?

&be Government of India has set up a Comnodities prices Board— n semi
official judicial independent body to be attached to the Finqnce department—, 
in the first instance, for a period of 3 years. The Board,Jt/ill^consist 
of Mr. A,D. Goiwaln, i.C.S. (President), Mr. S.I. Haque, I-C.S.( Secretary), 
Pi»of. L.R. G^dgil (Member) and another whose name has not yet been announced, 
has been constituted to fix the prices of commodities under Central or 
provincial control and to determine whether any. new commodity should be 
subjected to control and price fixation. The headquarters of the Board 
will be at Rev Delhi.

Terms of Reference.- The terms of reference of the BO rd will be as 
followlfl fa) A'fr fhe "request of the Central Government, to advise, in the 
light of all relevant ma tte no and of such conditions as may be specified, 
what prices. or price limits, should be fixed for commodities the price of 
which" is controlled by the Central Government o£ by a provincial Government; 
(b) to keep under constant review the movements of commodity prices in 
India so as, whether at the request of the Central Government or of its 
ov/n volition, to advise the Central Government whether the price of any 
commodity not controlled should be controlled, and, if so, what prices, or 
price Hmit, should he fixed for that commodity.

The first lis t of commodities that will be referred to the new
body will comprise food, cotton and cloth..

Announcing the decision to set up the Board, a Govemcent Si resolution, 
dated 6-2-1947 states: Government has for son© time been conscious of 
the paramount importance in view of thG present economic situation in the 
country, of the particular price levels chosen for those commodities the



prices of which, are fixed under statutory rovers. it is essential to 
maintain * reasons ble relatione hip befcveenthe prices of cash crops and the

r °n °n® hand' and tetween agricultural prices
and Industrial prices, on. the other, if producers and consumers alike are 
not to he pit under a constant sense of grievance and agrarian and 
industrial unrest is to be prevented, m this difficult task of fixing 
prices, Government feels that it will he greatly assisted by the advice of 
a Body of experts, charged with the special duty of maintaining a continuous 
review over the prices of all commodities and of advising Government what 
prices, or price levels, to fix for controlled commodities so tbit the best 
Interests of the community may be ssrxiEdx served.

(The Gazette of India, Extraordinary, 
dated 7-2-1947;

The Times of India, dated 7-2-1947 ).

The Sind Sales Tax Bill,1947, gazetted.

The Government of Sind has gazetted on 15-2-1947 the Sind Sales Tax 
Bill, 1947. Th© Statement of objects and Reasons, appended to the Bill, 
points out that the object of the Bill Is to levy a tax of half an anna 
in the rupee on the turnover of all registered dealers, whose annual turn
over exceeds rs . 5,000. It is proposed to (completelys/5xemptS certain 
articles consis ting mainly of necessities of the poorest classes -agricul
tural Implements, school text-hooks, etc., and goods already taxed under 
other enactments.

In broad outline the Bill follows the provisions of the Bihar Sales 
Tax Act. While the standard rate Is half an anna, Government is empowered 
to raise the rate to a maximum of two annas on such goods as it may notify 
from time to time; this provision is designed to enabdx make consumers 
of luxury goods pay more. The tax ia intended, to assist inraising the 
funds required for Post-War Development plans, these plans involve very 
large stuns: Rs • 3 million annually for agriculture, Rs. 2.5 million 
for education, Rs • 2 million for medical and public health and nearly R3.8 
min.j.nn for roads; such large recurring commitments can onoy be financed 
from new resources.

Sales Taxes are already in operation in one form or other In the 
Provinces of ^adras, the Punjab, Bengal, Bihar, and Bombay.

(The Sind Government Gazette, dated 
15-2-1947, part IV, Bill Ro. XVIII of

1947, pages 145-^160).



United Academy of Sciences for India:
Scientific cionsultatiy e OommTr.r. ar 'n

Peels ion.

f.
J

f

•Mae first meetingjof the expanded Scientific C-nsultative committee 
(vide JE-ge 16 of the report of this Office for December, 1946) was held 
at Hew Delhi on 9-2-1947, under the presidentship of hr. c. Rajagopalacbari, 
Member for Industries and Supplies in the Interim Government, The pg
was attended, among others, by Sir C.V. Raman, Sir g.g. Bhatnagar, Sir 
John 5argent, Education Adviser to the Government of India, gir K.3. 
Er-ishnan, Sir J.C- Joshi, prof. Birbal Sahni, and Dr. Bhabha.

United Academy of Sciences.- >7hen the subject of providing scientific 
and research, macninery for the whole of India was discussed, several 
speakers pointed out that the existence of three separate scientific 
Academies in India—the national Insitute of Sciences at Delhi, the Indian 
Academy of Sciences at Bangalore and the National -’•cademy of Sciences at 
Allahabad—-was creating a bottleneck in India’s scientific progress, it 
vzas, therefore, agreed that attempts should be made immediately to remove 
the separate existence of these Academies and ttat there should{be one 
United Academy fop^the vzhole of India, it was, however, decided .ttgit the 
three Academies w continue as branches of the proposed United Academy 
of Sciences of India.

Explaining the far-reaching effects that this development is likely to 
have^n the progress of science in India, Sir CUV- Raman said it was obvious 
that United Academy would go a long way in enabling Indian scientists to 
stan4 on their own feet, rather than be constantly looking to the &oyal 
Society in London for inspiration and guidance. The Royal Society today, 
inbpite of its distinguished past, was unfortunately tending to become 
more of a political than a purely scientific body. Some of the officials 
of the iaayrZLl Royal Society seemed to be more interested in maintaining the 
British connection with India than in any purely scientific research.

(The Hindustan Times, lo and 11-2-1947).

State to Control Motor Transport in Delhi:
Transport 'Member’a RroposalT"

br. John katthal, Transport Member in the interim Government, replying 
to ^ardar Mangal Singh in the Central Aggembly on 7-*--1947, said that it 
was proposed thatithe management of road motor transport in the urban and 
suburban areas of Delhi shouldlbe entrusted to a company on other concern 
owned by Government or in which. Government would have a controlling interest. 
For the present, Government proposed to take over tramways at an early date. 
A connected Question, namely whether tram and bus services shouldjbe amal
gamated and on what footing they should be amalgamated were natters still 
under consideration of Government.

(The Hindustan Times, 8-2—1947).
!il'(



Rationalisation of Transport Services: H.-tTtF.P.
Government's 3 c hems V '--------

$oad transport services in the xnrfefejs?^a± Rorth—Jest Frontier Province 
are to he nationalised; the process will he spread, over a number of 
years • As a beginning, the overnment is purchasing 50 bases wb5 nh apa ~ 
expected to he on the roads/before the end of April, 1947* ^ith these, 
a skeleton bus service will^un on the province’s rain routes*

(The Statesman, 14-2-1947).

Rationalisation of Bus Services: Koto? Vehicles 
'(Amendment) Bill," 1^4 7 passed by Bombay 'legislative

-asaemP-EyT ’

A preliminary step in the direction of nationalisation of motor 
bus services in rural areas of the Bombay province was taken by the 
Bombay Government on 25-2—1947, v/hen Mr. Uorarji Desai, Home Minister, 
moved in the Bombay legislative Assembly the first reading of a Bill 
to amend the Motor Vehicles Act, 1959, in its application to the 
Province (vide pages 29—So of the report of this office for January, 
1947). The effect of the amending Bill, gazetted on 32-2-1947 by Govern
ment, will be to permit the Governnent, or a Municipality or a local 
body so authorised by Government, to operate transport services for hire 
and profit and to el?minute private operators completely.

All three readings of the Bill were . passed by the Assembly on 
27-2-1947.

(The Bombay Government Gazette,da ted 
12-2-1947, Part V, L.A.Bill Ho.XIX of

1947, pages 94-97;
The Times of India, dated 26 and 28-2-1947).
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nationalisation of* Motor Transnort in nairas :
Private Companies* views.

'-‘■he/Cabinet Conmittee on nationalisation of rotor Transport (vide page 
2o of the report of this office for ijovembor, 1946) conferred with the 
representatives of the motor transport operators in padras^rovince on 
27-1-194*7, and invited their views onjthe various issues connected with the 
problem, such as the procedure to be followed, the period to be allowed 
before which nationalisation could be completed and payment of compensation.

Mr. T. Chengalvorayan, representing the Madras Provincial Motor Unions 
Congress, speaking on behalf of a numbeijof operators belonging mostly to the 
districts, pointed out that the transport business had just emerged from 
difficult conditions brought about by the war and the present was not 
the time when it should be driven out of existence. Sufficient time 
should be ELzztKBHxnufcCKsSxn given to the operators to rehabilitate their 
position and also to make adjustmenfesjin the light of the proposed national
isation. An interval of five years between now and nationalisation might 
not be considered too much to allow in the circumstances, in the meantime, 
the operators would suggest, the Government might run their own transport 
dn new routes or where additional facilities were needed by the public, and 
gain knowledge and experience in the transport business. If, on the other 
hand the scheme of nationalisation, could not be definitely postponed for 
five'years it could be worked out on a progressive scale, takingfover twenty 
per cent of the operating units each year and completing nationalisation 
at the end of the five-year period. Meanwhile, new permits for small 
operators should not be issued.

(The Hindu, dated 28-1-1947) •
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Training of xea chers for 1'echnicaland Vocational Schools: 
instructors' lnacituio 3et up by labour Department.

The Ifibour Department of the Government of India has drawn up a scheme 
for training experienced technicians to become efficient instructors in 
their own trades, Ho such institution exists in India at present and the 
instructors working in the various technical end vocational schools in the 
country are not trained men.

The scheme will entail an initial expenditure of Rs . 700,000. The 
instructors1 Institute will be located in Delhi and is expected to train 
between 500 and 600 instructors each year. For the first year or so, the 
instructors trained under this scheme* will be absorbed by the labour 
Department in its own technical and vocational institutes. Thereafter,
It is proposed to t© extend to the provinces, the Indian States, and later 
on, private industry the right to send their technicians for training a3 
instructors, instructors at the Institute will be trained not only in 
engineering and building trades, but also in vocational trades.

( The Hindus tan Time s , 16 -2 -1947) •

rs. 12o Liillion Plan for Four Technical institutions;
Annual out' pit'~51‘ 4o"oo" Engineers envisaged by l9b± .

Immediate steps to put into operation the Government of India’s 
decision to establish the Eastern and Western Higher Technical institutions

for?o of a series of four——to ensure an adequate supply oi high, grade 
technical personnel required for post-war industrial development were 
envisaged by the co-ordination Committoe/of the A11 -India council for Techni
cal Education, which met In Hew Delhi in the second week ebruary. 1947, 
under the dhairmanship of &d*. Dalini Ranjan sarlter. The sites provisionally 
selected for these two Institutions in the neighbourhood of Calcutta and 
Bombay, respectively, were approved.

The establishment of four such Higher Technical institutions, one each 
in the East, WQst, South and Perth of India, was recommended by fee Sarker 
Committee, set up in 1945, and this recommendation was later endorsed by 
the All-India Council for Technical Education, which has been set up to 
advise the Government on matters relating to higher technical education 
(vide page 22 of thds Office’s My 1946 report).

Each of these institutions is expected to cost Rs • 3o.5 million ca 
capital exnenditure and about rs • 4.4 million recurring, and will provide 
facilities^or instruction for about 2,000 under-graduates and 1,000 post
graduates and research students. The main subjects that will be taught in 
these institutions are Electrical, Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering, 
Civil and Sanitary Engineering^ Chemical Engineering, Architecture and Town 
and Regional Planning, Marine Engineering, Textile Technology, Metallurgy, 
Meteorology, Geology and Geophysics, ibhsse institutions will also provide 
wide facilities for training men for .fundvi-cn.tn-x and industrial researches, 
in engineering and technological subjects ■



4S"

The post-graduate classes in these institutions 7.111 commence a3 soon • 
aasnnrtxKS possible to meet the present shortage of high grade engineers and. 5 
tecbn&losl3estimated, that for the successful execution of India’s i
post-war P^hns , the educational facilities rHfconld be so developed by the j
vear 1951 as to ensure an annual output of about 4,GQ0 engineers, whereas, ;
the existing supply is estimated to bo somewhat less than 1,500. This f
target figure will be attained when all the four higher technical Insti- 'j
tut ions are estaoilshod. ;

(The Hindustan Times, 10-2-19-7) • \
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AGRICULTURE.

rri-Hciple of Abolition of Zamindari Syatern:
Motion Accepted. by Madras CouncTT?--------

On 0-2—1947, the Madras legislative Council adopted a resolution 
moved by the Revenue Minister, Mr. k.R. Karanth, accepting the principle 
of the abolition of the Zamindari system. The resolution recommends to 
the Government that legislation to achieve this object, providing for 
payment of equitable compensation to zamindars and other intermediaries 
whose rights are to be acquired,be brought forward at an early date.

Moving the resolution, Mr. Earanth, the Revenue Minister, explained 
how the Zamindari system came into existence in this country and said thit 
the peishkush was fixed somewhere about two-thirds of the revenue derived 
by the Zamindars, »hiie Peishku3h renained constant, the Zamindars went 
on increasing rents from time to t ime and this was sought to be stopped 
by the Land Recovery Act of 1865. Even that proved futile and in 19o8 what 
was called the Madras Estates Land ^ct was passed. This Act secured 
XCTxanentdy permanency of tenancy, but did not give any relief to the 
cultivators in respect of rents. So vrhen the Congress, accepted office in 
1937, the Prakasam Committee was appointed and a report of this Comaittee 
was submitted to both tbe Houses. The Government were directed to bring in 
legislation on the lines of the report, but in the meanwhile the Ministry- 
wont out of office. Mr. Kai/r^ath drew the attention of the Reuse to the 
recommendation of the Ploud Comnission on. the abolition of Zamindaris in 
Bengal and pointed out that the Eamine Commission of 1945_i3g 1944 had also 
gone into this question. The congress had in its election manifesto last 
year made it clear that the land system would be altered. This was an 
advance over the 1957 Manifesto which spoke only in terms/of reducing rent 
or revenue. The Working Committee of the Congress had also framed 
proposals for the abolition of Zamindaris by payment of equitable compensa
tion . Tn pursuance of theese proposals, the congress Ministers
in Bihar, the United Provinces and the Central provinces and Berar had 
approved motions on the lines of the one before the House. The Zamindary 
system had outgrown its usefulness and it naist be abolished. The system 
touched every aspect of the tenants * life and o' at every turn the ryot 
population was being rack-rented.

(The Hindu, dated 1 and 4-2-1947),

Agrarian Problems in Cochin State : inquiry committee
------------------- appoint ed.

The Government of Cochin has appointed a committee to study agrarian 
problems in the State and recommend the lines on which legislation, if 
necessary, should be enacted. Among the specific points, referred to the 
committee are: the economic conditions of agriculturists; tenancy laws; 
effect of fragmentation of holdings; rack-renting; fixation of fair rent 
alienation of agricultural lands to non-agriculturists; the place of the 
cooperative movement in rendering help to ^agriculture; and the steps to 
be taken to make agriculture a paying profession.

(The Eastern Economist, 14-2-1947, page 339),



Bombay Agricultural Debtors -Relief Bill, 1947, 
Gazetted: Debt -adjustment Boards'to~~be~'re placed

by Divll Judges. -----------------------

On 12,-2-1947, ths Government of Bombay gazetted the Bombay Agricul
tural debtors Belief Bill,1947. The Statement of objects and Reasons, 
appended to the Bill, points out that the Bombay Agricultural Debtors 
Relief -^ct was passed in 1939. it was introduced in one or two selected 
talufeas of eight districts in 1942 and in half the Province in 1945. 
Government extended It throughout the Province with effect from 1-2-1947. 
Debt Adjustment Boards established In 1942 were manned by retired officers 
such as Sub-judges and Deputy Collectors. The chairmen of Boards establish
ed in 1945 were recruited through the Bombay Sind Fublic Service Commission 
from practising pleaders . Experience has shown that the present procedure 
is not satisfactory. The Bill repeals the 1959 Ac t j- dissolves all existing 
^xrdn^xxinxndditiniminnXs Boards; ins bead,Civil Judges, in addition to 
their xMi other duties j are entrusted with the duty of administering the 
Act.

(The Eombay Government Gazette, 12-2-1947 
part v, pages 45-66 ) .

The Bengal Bargadars Temporary Regulation Bi11,1947,
Gazetted': Apportionment of Liore Equicable 5hare of

produce to cultivator?

On 22-1-1947, the Government Of Bengal gazetted the Bengal Bargadars 
Temporary f&egulntion Bill,1947. In the Statement oi objects and Reasons, 
appended to the Bill, it is pointed out that the question of regulating 
the barga system of cultivation, which plays a large part in the agricul
tural economy of Bengal province, has been engaging the attention of the 
local Government for some time. The Land Revenue Commission also had 
discussed the problem In detail and made certain recommendations in the 
matter, pending a more comprehensive measure which Government proposes to 
provide in the Bill for acquisition by the State of rent receiving 
interests, it is considered expedient to have temporary legislation 
enacted for the continuance of“System under certain circumstances and far 
a more equitable apportionment of the produce between the bargadars and the 
owners of lands. The Bill defines a bargadar as a person who under the 
system generally known as a ahi, barga~or~THag cultivates the land of 
another person on e-ondi tion of^ delivering a~ share of the produce of such 
land to that person. Under the Bill, a bargadar can retain for his cwn 
use half the produce of the land he cultivates , in cases where manure, 
plough-cattle, ploughs and other agricultural implements are supplied by 
the owner of the land; and two-thirds of the produce In cases where 3uch 
assistance and facilities are not provided by the owner.

(The Calcutta Gazette Extraordinary, 
dated 22-1-1947, Part IV-A, pages 37-4q)•



The Bengal Acquisition of Baste Land Bill 194-7
gHsetzea.; lanuieaa" labourers to~ benefit'. ~

OH 31-1-1947, the Government of Benge 1 gazetted the -^engal Acquisition 
of >*aste land Bill, 1947 • The Statement of objects and treasons appended 
to the BLU points out that large areas of cultivable waste lands in the 
province lave been lying fallow for a variety of reasons such as want of 
Irrigation, drainage and embankment facilities, negligence of ovmers or 
their incapacity to incur the necessary capital expenditure, depopulation 
due to malaria, etc. it Is proposed to acquire and develop these lands 
with a view to utilise them for : (I) relieving the present excessive
pressure of population on cultivable lands and increasing the production 
of foodgrafns in the Province; (ii) settlement with ex-servicemen, people 
who have been displaced from their holdings, petty cultivators, bargadars 
and landless labourers; (iii) provision of model village sites V/itn 
better agricultural facilities and sanitary arrangements so as to bring 
about an improvement in the standard of living of the cultivators; (iv) the 
setting up of the co-operative system of farming and the introduction of 
mechanised cultivation, wherever possible; and (v) afforestation. The 
only legal machinery now available for acquiring lands belonging to private 
persons is the land Acquisition •‘ict, 1894, which, apart from the lengthy 
procedure it involves, is not suitable for large scale acquisition of this 
nature expeditiously and on payment of reasonable compensation. It is, 
therefore, considered necessary to.have a special legislative measure 
enacted for the purpose.

Compensation to be paid is to be calculated on the basis of the 
income from tte land; if the land acquired did not fetch any income, the 
immediate owner will receive byway of compensation an amount equivalent 
to five times/the annual raiyati rent for an equal area of cultivated land 
in the neighbourhood”; in "cases where the land fetched an income, 
the am mm t: of compensation v/ill be ten times the net annual incons fco be 
determined in a manner prescribed or ten times the annual raiyati Isent 
for an equal area of cultivated land in the neighbourhood, in either 
case, fcfcsc &he superior landlands will be compensated by an amount 
equivalent to ten times their respective net annual incomes from such 
land determined^ on the basis of the rental value of such land.

(The Calcutta Gazette, Extraordinary, 
dated 31-1-1947; Pt iv-A, pages 57-62).



Bombay Fragmentation (Prevention. 1 and consolidation 
oi Holdings Bill, 1946, referred co Select committee »

Reference was made at page 36 of the report of this Office for August, 
1946, to the Bombay Government’s Bill to provide for the prevention of 
fragmentation of agricultural holdings and for their consolidation. After 
the first reading of the Bill in the Bombay legislative A3sembly”l2-2-1947, 
it was referred to a Select Committee.

Tlo Expropriation Intended.— Mr. L'orarji Desait revenue Minister, 
outlined the oojects or uhe Bill and said that it was proposed to consoli
date "fragments” into standard units which might <be‘|notj larger than smm one 
acre in the case of irrigated lands and fi\>-e acres intis ca3e of non- 
irrigated lands • Stressing the urgent need for checking fragmentation,
Mr. Desai said records of the Satara and Ratnagiri districts bore eloquent 
testimony to the depredations of the process of subdivision of land, in 
one case only 25 acres of land were sub-divided into 125 individual holdings. 
In another case 19 acres of land w-re owned by 126 different farmers . This 
happened becauue on the death of each farmer, his property had to be parti
tioned among his heirs, 'i'here was at present no legal bar on the sub
division of land to any low level. Be assured that in determining new sxnsds

standard areas Government would seek non-official advice.
Tracing the history of the Bill, Mr. Desai said is tbafc a similar 

measure was brought before the old Eombay legislative Council in 1927. It 
then aroused strong opposition, and although it emerged from Select Committee 
with 3one changes, it had to be dropped ultimately. The present Bill was 
modelled on the old one, but differed from its predecessor in many respects. 
Determination of the area for a minimum agricultural holding was to have 
been carried out by a committee. with representatives of local boards on it 
under the old Bill. But the new Bill provided that Government, after hold
ings: an inquiry, should determine the minimum area. In the old Bill, the 
owners of neighbouring land had the pre-emptive right to buy fragments •
In order to prevent the owners of fragments from being defrauded by combines 
of neighbouring owners , who might offer less than a fair value for such 
land, provision had been unde in the new Bill for Government to stop in 
and purchase such land for a fair price, consolidation of agricultural 
land could not be carried out under the old Bill without the consent of the 
owners of one-third of the total area of land in a particular area or one- 
fourth the total number of land—owners. Consolidation schemes could bs 
made applicable to any area by Government by a notification under tbs new 
measure.

The present Bill was divided into two parts, first aimed at preventing 
fragmentation,and the second at consolidation of holdings. There was no 
question of expropriation. I'here nnght have been expropriation, consolida
tion would be carried out in a fair and equitable manner. here was no 
question of achieving this at one stroke, and, initially, the measure would 
be applied to a few villages, where the atmosphere was favourable for such 
reform. What would happen was that, wherever the Act would be applied, the 
farmer, instead of holding small pieces of land scattered about the village, 
would have all his land In one compact area. That would enable him to de
velop and cultivate his land more profitably, it would also enable farmers 
who were neighbours to go in for joint fanning. a_f agricultural production 
was to bo Improved the land owned by a farmer must not shrink to proportions 
so small that it could not xrmxs be cultivated with profit.
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peasant who did not get a profitable living out of his holdinr. ms first 
objection to the Bill was that it was not capable either of solving th^ 
problem of fragmentation or giving the peasant a standard or economic 
holding# . The Communist member remarked that the re-distr^bution on tie Six 
basis he advocated must not entail on the revenues of the province a 
liability to compensate those whose holdings would be taken away; such a 
procedure could not be regarded as expropriation in view of tte profits 
made in the past by holders of such lands.

(The Times of India, 13-2-1947;
The Bombay Chronicle, 17-2-1947).

The Central provinces Revision of the Land Revenue of 
’iiahais Bill,1947, gaze’tee cis landlords to pay 7o per cent

fie venue Tax. ‘

The Central Provinces and BQrar Government gazetted on 25-2-1947, the 
Central provinces Revision of the land Revenue of Kahals Bill,1947. The 
Bill seeks to enhance the land revenue to 75 per cent in respect of mahaIs 
(agricultural village lands). The statement of objects and Reasons, 
appended to the Bill, explains that under the malguzari system the fraction 
of village assets left to the malgusar (village head) as compensation/for ±3 
the trouble and expenses of viIlage""management has been determined from time 
to time by empiricdO. considerations in the initial stages and, later, with, 
a decided bias in favour of the landlord——but not by any reason or well 
thought out theory of taxation. The Settlement Act of 1929 stereotyped this 
tendency and gave it statutory sanction. The system has resulted in retard
ation in the growth of revenu- and has tended to shift the burden of settle
ment on the tenantry. The evil his been aggravated by the artificial limita. 
tions imposed on the calculation of assesses and the freedom left to the 
malgusar to capitalize land values. The illogical nature of the arrangement

5 1 instratedlby the fact that the landlord is permitted to 
retain not only a moiety of the tenants’ rents, but also of the rental value 
calculated on the same principles, of his own home-farm,, and of the misce
llaneous income of the village collected great
trouble. The control of rents primarily intended for the benefit of the 
tenant has facilitated his expropriation ari. the enlargement of the home-. 
farm of the malguzar without any adequate benefit to th., tenant. ihe object 
of this BiH~is to enable Government to take a larger stare of revere from 
the malnuzar without enhancing tenancy rents, so that it may carry cut 
various schemes for the benefit of the rural population.

(The Central provinces and Eerar Gazette,' 
Extraordinary, dated 25-2-1947, page 64).



nrioyiEs add public sbrvacts.
r"
’ Delhi Teachers * Strike called, off; -‘-Impst all do rands conccdod.

'^he three-week-old -Delhi teachers’ strike (sc-g ta-g a-2 of £he Report 
of this office for January 1947) was cabled, off on 2*-2-1947 as the da-unds 
of the teachers have teen substantially met by the authorities. Salaries 
of all grades of teachers are to bo revised as from 1-1-1947; it i3 the 
intention of the Government- tfcs t touche ns in- private schools should
work undor the same conditions of service as apply to headers in Government 
service; dearness allowance, grain, compensation allo-.vanco and interim 
relief at rases sanctioned by Government are also to be granted with 
retrospective effect from 1-7-1945. (Tho salaries and grades of teachers 
are to be totally revised after consideration by Government of tho pay 
Commission’s Report). Clerical and menial staffs in schools will also 
benefit from in these concessions.

(Tho Statesman, 5-2-1947; 
d’ho Hindustan Times, 3-2-1947). J) .

Ho vis ion of Teachers’ Salaries'in padres.

Reference was made at page 28 of the report of this office for November 
1946 to the F&dras Government’s proposal for tho revision of salaries of 
teachers in the province. The Govern rant has recently sanctioned increased 
scales of salaries for teachers in elementary and secondary schools. The 
revision has cost the Government nearly Rs • 25 million pel’ y?ar.

Revised Scales.- Seme idea of the increases sanctioned can ba bad 
from the new scaies' for certain representative categories of teachers in 
the Madras Education Department.

Higher Grade i'eachsrs.- (Treachers in primary schools) - iiev; Scale -
rs • So' - Rs .55 per mensem, for those who know a ’craft’• (Old scale —
R3 , 2o-Rs .30) .

Secondary Grade Teachers.- (Riddle school teachers) — Het? Scale —
-Rs. 4‘5~to"'Sa . 75',”"ior those who know a ’craft’, (old seal© - Rs . oO-Rs.55).

licentiates in Teaching.- (nigh School Teachers) - new ocale - Rs 
ftb, for tho3© who Know a ’craft • Selection to -he^fir^t grads t p 

to 2o per cent, h*s been enhanced “ - "

Rs.85 - 
pre-

o doyij per cent , so
that all normaldy"efficient teachers can roach the maxicun o^ks . 24o 
without difficulty, and lave chance to become District Educational Of floors 
and Divisional Inspectors, some of tto highest posts in the education 
Department. (The reference to ’crafts’ in the qualifications of teachers, 
is to trades like weaving, spinning, carpentry,
tion in which figures prominently in the ..ardha 
sponsored by the Congress (vide pages 3 
Office for ’January, 1938) •

Rs.
viously confined

3—34

lea the r work, o tc • , ins truc- 
scheme of Basic Education 

of the report Zn of this

Local Board Teachers.- large incr ases h-v also been given to the 
local board teachers ahg"grants to elementary schools have also been 
substantially increased.

(gadras information, 8-2-1947, page 54 )



fcter ray for Teachers in G’.'»’alior.

According to a Gvzalior Gazettein the State are to receive higher scabs cherstime-scale, after the revision® Thdto^fes on a
the lowest grade, plus the usual dearness allffiQnsfrcl for' 
and the time-scale have been sanctio^ rn-n Zk" nCe* hli3121’ grades of pay 
matriculates, intermediate?? *£=^i?Sd ^le-passed,
changes, which become effective froraV-rch lQ47la^iSt teachors • These 
the State exchequer an additional sun“f over . g°0?t

(The Statesman, dated 27-2-1947)



AITS CO LOT: 1AL IABCUR >

r Amelioration of the Conditions of £j.iro and Work 
*‘r3?lS^.'plo ConpnumtiQa'1 in Laura3 iron idenev: ~

•/-< labour-Department in 19So-45g..----------

of
orE

Looking after the welfare and con 
ciaoaifled as

conditions----------------  of Work of some 86 communi-
ties " ‘ ______
of Ladrc.3 is one of the functions of tho Labour Department of the Govern.- 
nent» ahese communities now termed ’eligible cowner ities ’, are descendant! 
of India’s aboriginal tribes and form the lowest strata socially and 
economically; hence, the provincial Government is specially concerning 
itself with the work of their uplift'J

xhe ameliorative work during the year* consisted of: (i) provision 
of house-sites, (ii) maintenance of schools, grant of scholarships, 
stipends, boarding grants, grants for the purchase of tool©, etc., and 
grants to private educational institutions for the banc fit of the^cc ormuni- 
tles *asnt4 oned -is- -Appendix -A-,. (iii) provision of wells, tan Is , etc., for 
the supply of drinking water, (iv) provision of sanitary amenities, 
pathways and burning or burial grounds, (v) grants to private bodiS3 
engaged in social and economic uplift of the eligible communities ,and 
(vi) "assignment or Isas© of land for anltiva tlon.J]

Houae-Sifcea•- Durincg tie year, 225 (151)1 hen?o-sites covering an 
extent Of 7 .t>7 (JLl.05) acres of Md provided in the various districts
of the province. $he total number of•house-sites provided since the 
conuenccment of the operations of the labour Department a? to the end of 
the year was 47,483. House-sites are provided by assignment of land at the 
disposal of Government or by acquisition of private lands.

^Education.- in the field of education,the facilities provided s
consis'ted of : Hi) ma in tenanc e of e lemon tary s choo Is , (ii) provis i on of 
scholarships, boarding grants and grants for the purchase of books and 
clothings and for payment-of fees, (iii) grant of stipends for the 
Gaining of teachers, (iv) maintenance of fr;e hostels at important 
centres and (v) grant of financial assistance to private bodies engaged > 
in the maintenance of hostels, schools, ete., for th? benefit of the 
eligible communities. Tho report period started with 1,082 elementary 
schools. 38 schools were newly started and 8 schools were closed.

/. _______________

*MrHn-T strati on He port of the labour department on the Work fees Done 
for the Amelioration of the Eligible Communities for the year ending 
cist Larch 1946; Printed by the Superintendent, Government Pross^ 
Madras, 1946 5 price 8 annas, pages 26.



these schools, Governmsit recently ordered, that 5U per cent of the ten chers 1 
posts in the various grades "be made permanent; necessary action is heing 
taken to confirm suitable teachers in those posts, (^h- fig’?,res ia-

All the 1,111 schools, except one located in an area where scarcity H
of food grains was very acute, supplied mid-day meals to their pupils.
¥he number of pupils of the eligible communities fed in these l,llo schools 
was 64,0 00 and the expenditure incurred under this head came to about
Rs . QQO ,89o » S£

6,092 (6,580) non-residentia 1 scholarships for ordinary general ?
education, involving an expenditure of As. 97y255-8-0 (Rs. lol,064-14-0) 
were sanctioned during the year, fhe number of scholarships granted for 
cominefcial courses of study in Shorthand, typewriting and Book-keeping 
was 4 (8) involving an expenditure of Rs • ISO (225) .ssxaxa±n3etxn±gkh i

155 (121) industrial scholarships, involving an expenditure [ 
of Rs . 4,438-S-o (Rs . 5,928-12-0) wei^e sanctioned for courses of study in 
carpentry, caninet-caking, spinning and weaving, engraving, enamelling, 
black-smithy, fitting, drawing, painting, knitting,-xndxx2 electric w±£ing, 
metalwork, paper making, etc. 12 (10) pupils who successfully completed 
their courses of training vzith the help of the Industrial scholarships / 
were granted bonus involving an expenditure of Rs . 156 (Rs. 84). '■

hells and Sanitation.- ‘‘ells are constructed and repaired and other 
ameni'ties are' providea.’TJy” special labour staffs or through the Revenue 
Department., 2hs total expenditure Incurred on the construction and repair ‘ 
of wells was Rs . 2,43,440-7-4 (Rs. 151,152-5-6). Expenditure on the 
provision of pathways, burial grounds, latrines, drains and other sanitary ? 
amenities amounted to Rs . 12,891-4-9. (l

Assignment of Lands.- The ban imposed by the Government on the j
permanent assignment" oT lands reserved for the communities eligible for !
help by the Labour Department for the duration of the war continued j
during the year. Poverty of the 'assignees, want of proper irrigation f
facilities, noor quality of the soil of the land assigned, absence of the ■;
assignees from the villages, and reservation of land for pasture, have 
been cited as the main reasons for the non-cultivation of lands assigned 
in the several districts during the years.

j
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LIVING CONDITIONS .

Nutrition.

Meeting of Central nutrition Advisory committee
of liysor e, Bangalore : Nutrition Restaurants t

recommended. '

Nutrition problems of Mysore State were discussed at the first 
meeting of the Central Hutritioj^Advisory Committee, held recently at 
Banglore* As sufficient quantities of liquid milk were not available 
and stocks of milk powder were limited in the state, the committee 
decided to distribute available stocks in the worst food scarcity areas, 
as determined by a rapid nutrition survey. The Committee also decided 
that the Director of public Health should be requested to draw up a 
detailed schme for distribution of milk to children in primary schools 
In the rural areas, to obtain the sanction of the Government for the 
scheme, and to prepare a draft scheme for a pood and Nutrition Publicity 
Organisation for the consideration of/the committee . The xysmeE Government 
was requested to set up a Nutrition Restaurant, firstly, in Bangalore City 
and then to train some 3taff for touring the mofussil areas,'In order to 
establish nutrition feeding centres.

(Nutrition, January, 1947,pages 27-28)*
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Hous lug.

Cheap Hoaaing for i^dus tria 1 iahc-ar;
Bomtay Government ocaena for lb',b'oo~

’ House 3 7 '-------------—

The Government of Bombay is planning fco huild. 15,000 workers * houses 
in Bombay, Ahmedabad and. other industrial centres; the rent for ttese 
houses will range from rs , 8/- fco Rs . 11/- Per month. The houses will 
be of two main, types : hostels with roans for single persons j-tenements for 
family units. The family unics will differ in sise according to the size 
of the family.

Speaking* at a meeting of the Workers’ housing Consultative Committee, 
Mr. Gulzarilal Panda, Minister for Labour and Housing, pointed out that 
considerable money had been spent in the past by the Government <8f Bombay' 
for workers 1 housing, but as no attempts were made to consult the wishes 
of the workers who are to live in the houses, the housing schemes had failed 
to give satisfaction in cany respects to the workers. The Housing Consult
ative Committee has been set up to repair this omission by consulting 
the workers’, and more particularly the house-wife 'a*needs .

(The Tines of India, 18 and 19-2-1947).

2,000 House
Governnent

for industrial Labour: Hyderabad 
8 Minion Scheme .'s Rs

industrial housing in Hyderabad State has received particular atten
tion from the Government. A programme is reported to have been drawn up 
to build over 2,000 houses in the industrial areas xn Malakpet, Hus hirabad, 
Khairatabad, Amberpet, Dhoolpet and other places at an esticated cost of 
over Rs. 8.3 million, pre liminay work in connection with the construction 
of 280 tenements in Malakpet and Dhoolpet has started and land is being 
acquired in the areas for construction of 1,000 houses.

n.

(The Hindu, dated 18-2-1947), I
hl
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labour Welfare and. Housing Schemes :
Standing Finance Committee

Approved, by

At the meeting of ths Standing Finance committee of the Central 
legislature held at Kevz Delhi on 15—2—1947, several schemes sponsored by 
the various fiepartnents of the Government of India entailing expenditure 
from Central revenues came up for approval. Among these wore a number of 
schemes for the promotion of labour welfare^ submitted by the Department 
of labour; the more important of these are briefly noticed below.

labour Welfare rUnd for Central indus trial Undertakings . The 
S ta nding finance Conmittee approved a proposal to constitute a lab our wel
fare fund in central industrial under takings other than establishments under 
the Railway Board and port Trust, it is intended that the welfare fund xh 
should be utilised to provide recreation, sports, games, dramas, cinema 
shows, reading rooms and provision of beds, etc., to workmen employed in 
such undertakings , including clerical and other staff attached to it. 
purely administrative officers attached to the undertakings will fall out
side the scope of the scheme.

TheThe needed funds will be dis&dEd derived from Government grants, 
recurring expenditure has not yet been estimated precisely, but it is 
expected to be Rs . 250,000 in the first year, which works cut at a Govern
ment contribution of one rupee per worker, it is proposed that in the 
second and third years, the Government grant will be annas 8 per worker 
per year, in addition to an amount equivalent to the employee’s contribu
tion subject bo a limit of annas eight per worker.

Housing Scheme for HKI Dockyard Workers.- A project for the provision 
of housing for workers of Iliff Dockyard, Bombay, was also considered by the 
Standing Finance Committee. The conditions under which the dockyard workers 
are now living are considered in most cases appalling, and the dockyard at 
Bombay, due to rapid expansion under war conditions, has lagged bo hi nd 
modern development in regard to workers* welfare. A site near Ghatkopar 
(14 miles from Bombay) has boen selected for the purpose of providing 
houses for workers. The site will be made healthy by anti-malarial measures 
and the project when completed v/ould also provide educational and hospital 
amenities. The schemes will be spread over a bumbor of years and will 
provide housing far* 75 per cent of the married and 5 per cent of ihs single 
workers borne on the permanent establishment.

Central Bureau of psychology.- ^-ho proposal^for the establishment of 
a ^enrrai Rwaaii nt psychology under the Central Government v/as also 
approved. This proposal was made by the Central Advisory Board of Education. 
The object of the Bureau v/ilVoe to conduct research in selection methods 
and XESEKzasiaxSii standardising tests of various types in the educational

’I
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field’, th0 purpose is to measure the progress nade by boys in their
classes in the-□ chop In without ths exclusive aid. of examinations as at 
present. The idea is to be able to train the right type of teachers and 
to build up the right type of institutions to achieve this objective.
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(’Dawn*, 18-2-1947; 
’Vanguard’, 23-2-1947; 
The Hiiadu, 17-2-1947 ).
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W orkera 1 Qrganis a ti on a .

25th ffi-If-Yearly Meeting between. Rail?ay Hoard, and
ATl» Kaiiwaymen *s FeaeraUibn. Hew Delhi'------------

: 5^2-1947 .------ ------------------

The 25th half-yearly meeting between the Railway poard and the All- 
india Railway-men’s Federation wa3' held at Rew Delhi on 6-2-1947. The 
Federation’s deputation was led by Mr. 3. Guruswami, General Secretary, and 
included 23 representatives from various affiliated unions. The Railway 
Board was represented by Col. R.B. Emerson, Ghief commissioner of Railways, 
and other Members of the EOard.

Welcoming the representatives of the Federation to the meeting, col.R.B. j 
Emerson emphc$ized that the need for co-operation between the Railway Board, : 
the railway administrations and the unions was greater today than ever 
before# The great task beforesSs the administration and the Unions was to I 
get the staff to give a full day’s work for a full day’s pay. Re hoped |
that as a result of the pay Commission’s recommendations' (vide pages 29-5o 1
of the report of this Office.for hay, 1946) and the Adjudicators Award |
(vide pages 45-46 of the report of this office for June, 1946), Government I
will be in a position to offer conditions of service to railwaymen which ?
will leave them no excuse for not putting their whole heart into their work | 
and timesm thus* maintain the operation of railways at a high level. 1

ISubjects discussed.- The following subjects were then discussed: 1. The t 
Indus trl&T Employment" (3'tanding Orders) Central Rules 1946 . 2. Extension of $
the service conditions of Indian Government Railways to other Indian Railways.* 
3 . (a) Compensation to railwaymen for expenses incurred in evacuating their j 
families from vulnerable areas during the war period, (b) Payment with xsi j 
retrospective effect,of enhanced rates of military ration allowance and j
Railway dearness allowance to militarisod staff. 4. Acting allowances to 
employees officiating in higher posts. 5Conditions governing the examina
tion for promotion of Accounts °taff. 6. The future of railway
grain shops. 7. Facilities for representatives-of recognized unions to 
attend meetings of Unions and of the Federation. 8. Discharge of Railway 
employees as aytesult of court conviflctions .

Decisions.- Some of the more important^decisions reached at the 
meeting are noticed below. On the question of extension of the service 
conditions in force in State Railways to other Indian Railways, the Chief 
Commissioner, stated that, excepting In/the case of extension of the Hours 
of Employment Regulations, Government had no statutory power over railway 
administrations which were not owned, managed or worked by Government. He 
would, however, address the administrations concerned advising them to 
extend State railway service conditions to their employees also. On the 
question of suspensions, which were unduly long In many cases, the Chief 
Commissioner promised to look into the matter with a view to fix a maximum 
period beyond which an employee may not be suspended unless bis case was 
before a court of law.

Regarding the future of railway grain shops, the Chi^f Commissioner said 
that, though there was difficulty in adequately teak! % rag stocking grain shops 
in unrationed areas, the shops will b^ convittoed for some time more till 
the food situation eases, and that , in the meanwhile, unions of railway



employees will be granted representation in the management of tto shops

(The Hindustan Times, 7-2-1947: 
The Railway Herald, 10-2-1947,

pages 44-45 )•

22 nd annual Session of xlll-lndja Trade uniot^jongress,
Calcutta, do to 19—2—±94y : he rand for Living wage anfr

~ Insistence on R&ghtft co striked - --------

The 22nd annual session of the All—India Trade union Congressheld 
at Calcutta from lb to 19-2-1947^ the Silver jubilee of(bhs All-mdia'
Trade Union Congress was also celebrated at the session. Ths session, pre
sided over by Mr. Mrinal Kanti p,03e, President of the A .1 .t.U -Cwas 
attended by abcut lloo representatives from seme 600 affiliated unions.
At the session, a number of resolutions embodying the more important 
demands of the working classes regarding minimum wag©3, provision of better 
housing, tho right to strike, etc., were adopted^

presidentlll^ddress The following is a brief sunraary of the 
presidential address of Mr. ^rinal Kanti Eose:

Socialist State-Objective of A.I.T.U»C.- Dealing with the ultima.ts 
political oojective or tne A'.I .T«U .fi •» Sr’. Rose said: The A.I.T.U.C. mast 
3tand forth as a party of the working class with a definite objective, 
in fact, even its present constitution defined its objective as ssaa a 
Socialist State. This objective, so long as the British held power, had 
been a dim and far distant goal, row when a Rational Government was coming 
to occupy the old place of the British, the A.I.T.U.C. must make Socialism 
its immediate objective and must be prepared to work for it on a well- 
thought-out plan. There had'been or might be complete transfer of power 
from British to Indian hands, Another transfer of power was yot to take 
xscs ping a- the transfer of power was to the masses. Only a tremendous 
politico-social revolution of a violent or non-violent character can end 
the present social inequalities and ensure transfer of power to the people.

Constituent Assembly’s Task.- Dwelling on the task of the Constituent 
ftssembly'vls'^a-vi's' the labour "problem, Mr.,BOse rend r tod: The first and 
foremost problem that faces millions in India Is more economic than 
political. The soundness of any constitution that may be proposed is, 
therefore, to be judged by the test whether it helps or hampered tho liqui
dation of the poverty of tbs masses or ensures or does not ensure a consi
derable improvement in the standard of life of the workers. -^-ny consti
tution that failed to pass this test mist be rejected as being altogether 
unsuitable to the needs of the people of the country.

labour iegi? 1»tier.___ Minimum Wages , Social 3ecUrity and Assi3 tance.-
Dis cussing the interim (k>vernnent*q legislation

Mr. Bose said tfaxt he bad nothing but admiration fox* the sincerity of 
purpose of tlr. Jagjivan Ram, labour Member of the Interim Government, who 
is in charge of the Five-Year Scheme for workers. His programme is both 
legislative and administrative. The quest! on (of minimum and fair wages, the 
question/of 1 mppny5ng the bousing conditions cf the workers, and the question 
of social security, have been engaging his attention. The principles of 
these measures have our whole -hearted attention. He has, however, to see 
that the minimum wage Is really a fair wage. The question of living wage
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loans should^)© raised and taxation on higher incomas should be increased
12 bsM“^th? **« P°U=7, all difficulties coulX ~ot -
over injshe shortest possible time, and social security and assiSce could 
be assured .to the workers. °

to_5trike: industrial Dis pubes Bill.- Referring to the 
Indus trj.a l.dig put e 3Bill, as introduced by ute Government of India and the 
labour legislation passed or proposed to be lasted by sons of the Provincial 
Governments ,he 3aid ttet these were open to grave objection, inasmuch as 
they xXdicctnd. violate some of the cherished principles of trade unionism. 
These bills propose to deprive the workers of their right to strife or the 
right to withhold their labour, ^here have been misguided strifes no 
doubt, Hit generally speaking, workers are fully aware of the los3 inflict
ed on the industry itself and the general body of consumers. labour can
not agree to the new restrictions sought to be imposed orjthe right to strike 
and before legislation on the subject is completed the authorities should 
consult the A.I.T«TJ.C«

Heed for organising Agricultural labour.- pealing with agricultural 
labour, ho said than tfe A.1 .T.U.C• should concern itself to a greater 
extent with this category of workers. The Question of wages of landless 
labourers, so long neglected rnus t|be taken in hand at once; the A.i.t.U.C. 
should|aave a Board or a conmittee to go into the question and a machinery 
to persuade the state to give effect to well-considered schemes.

labour and communalism.- dealing with the need far keeping labour 
aloof from she cbihu or comiminalism, he referred to the recent riots in 
Calcutta and elsewhere and said that it was an abiding testimony to the 
solidarity of the working class that workers attached to trade unions, 
generally speaking, kept themselves aloof from Insensate comunnal rioting9 
But the situation had still great potentialities for danger. The vast' 
number of workers yet unorganised, industrial and non ^Industrial, have to 
be educated and brought under the banner of the A.l.T.TJ*C. The workers 
must be taught that two full meals a day and a considerably improved 
standard of life, and not religion, was the issue before them.

International labour Movement.— Referring to the association of the 
Tndian wnr»IHng r.jslrs Hibh the internationa 1 labcur movement, he referred 
to the World federation of Sfrade unions which has been granted by the 
U.h* the right' to introduce items on the agenda of the Economic and Social 
Council of U.N., and hoped that it would be possible for the A.l.r.U.C. 
to devise economic sanctions against South Africa through the Federation.

Resolutions.- The A.I.T.U.C. adopted a number of resolutions embody- 
of the working class, namely, fixation of a minimum wageing vital do minds

and ataost all of than ware unan^sly 
effectively these and other basic demands of

unfettered right to 3 trike, etc. none of the

carried, m order to voice ---- . . . „ to
the working class, the A.I.T.TJ.C. by a resolution, fixed Larch IS as 
Demands Da? throughout India when meetings and other demonstrations 
be organised and resolutions would be ad°P^®dand 5^
Provincial and Central KEXSXEmsXsx Governments. The more important 
of the resolutions are briefly notice e o

Basic
would



nsMinimum <;age must be a- Living Wage.— Hr. Chibnath ^anerjee (Bengal) >t 
moved'the resolution regarding ‘'wages or ind’.a trial worters” , which pointed 
out that recent increases in money wages varied from 25 per cent •in the 
case of minerals and metals to about 125 per cent in the engineering indust- 1) 
ry, while the cost of living had gone up by about 2qo tc 250 per cent, j
The A.I.T.V.G. urged that the wage level should be substantially raised over i 
the pre-war level of real wages . The resolution also urged Government to .(
initiate legislation to ensure that the minimum wage of a worker should I
also be a living wage. j

' Holiday with fay.- A resolution pointed out that, according to the 5
existTng isgis-1*1on»^he annual holiday of lo consecutive days for adults 
and i£x£032 of 14 for children, can bo enjoyed only by workers in perennial 
factories, as only workers who had worked continuously for the 12 months 
nreceding vzere entitled to the holidays. The resolution demanded extended 
application of the principle of holidays to cover workers in seasonal fact
ories also. j

industrial Relations Bill: The Right to Strike.- Mr. S.A. Lange moved 
the res o lut ion oh Ind^us t rial big ru te s -^a g is la t i on or/the Government of India. 
The resolution requested Government to legislate inn immediate
ly for sj minimum wage and decent working conditions and not to pass the 
Bill in its present form. It further pointed out that if the Bill was 
passed into an Act, without carrying out fundamental changes, it would not 
be acceptable to the Trade union Movement.

nationalisation of industries.- Mr. Pazal Ellahi Qu,orban moved the 
resolution on "Nationalisation of Industries” • '^he resolution urged that 
industrialisation of India should/be based on nationalisation of land and 
all key industries, such as coal, iron, steel, petroleum, shipping, airways, 
heavy engineering and basic chemicals, thus removing the profit motive 
from strategic spheres of production. Without such nationalisation of key 
industries, it vzas pointed out, Indian economy could not be geared to the 
needs of the people• .

Manik Gandhi moved the resolution onEmployment Exchanges.- . Mi*W V— . 1**- - *,* --- -m. ---
^Employment" Exchanges*1 , uxgEd urging upon Government to desist from 
supplying black leg labour during strikes through these exchanges and to 
give greater representation to workers’ organisations on\cLifferent Advisory 
Committees of the Sd Exchanges.

(The Amrita BO^r Patrika, 17 and 19-2-1947).
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5 OGI /■ L CONDITIOHS.

Bombay ^indu Divorce Bill, 1947: Referred to
Select Committee, 25-2-1947.------------

On 25-2-1947, in tks Bombay Legislative -Assembly a Bill, introduced 
by tbs- Government, providing for the right of divorce for all communities 
of Hindus t went through its first reading and was subsequently referred 
to a select committee. '1’he Statement of objects and Reasons, appended 
to Bill, points out that divorce, as such^ i3 unknown to Hindu law as 
marriage according to Hindu religion is a sacrament and not a contract.
In. tbs lower castes of Hindus, particularly among Sudras, divorce is granted 
by ^ourts on the ground of being *'a custoni' paving"'t'heT r or ce of law prevail
ing in a particular community. Hindu law, however, permits polygamy and 
the husband was free to take any number of wives till the Bombay Preventicn. 
of Hindu, bigamous ^rriage.s Act, 1945, was passed^vide page 60 of this 
Office*report for July, 1946). with further social advance it had become 
necessary to provide some legal remedy for permitting divorce among Hindus 
when it becones obvious that the relations between parties to a marriage 
are quite unhappy and the only effective remedy is to dissolve tbs marriage 
in the interest of the parties and tsaSi society in general. The Bill 
permits divorce among Hindus nss on grounds of impotence; desertion or 
disappearance for 7 years; . lunacy or leprosy extending to 7 years; the 
first"wife is entitled to divorce if her husband ha3 married a second wife. 
SS253 The second wife or any subsequent.wife will not be entitled to divorce 
from the husband because he had another wife at the time of marriage even 
though he has concealed the fact of having another wife already. In the 
case of leprosy, provision is made ibr judicial separation ii the party 
so desires .

(The Bombay Chronicle,
The Bombay Government 
dated 12-2-1947, ^art

27-2-1947; 
Gaz e tt e ,

pages1V,
76-79 )- I



Sind government to prohibit sgtcWnr ofl tttw»
07 xouthsV 0

Drinking of liquor by persons of and below 21 ve&rs of ace will 
shortly be made an offence in Sind, outlining ths too® Sind government’s 
measures in connection with the proposed launching of gradual prohibition 
in the province during 1947-48, Tirzada Abdul sattar, ninister for Excise 
and Revenue, said on 14-2—1947 at a press conference that this measure 
would be the first step in Government’s prohibition plan.

(The Hindus tan Times, 15-2-1947).

Social Service Scheme for Hyderabad State.

The Government of Hyderabad has established a socia 1 Service, consist- 
ingbf gazetted and non-gazetted posts, which will function as a separate 
branch of the Revenue Department, ^'he newly constituted Social Service will 
concentrate exclusively on rural areas. Baron c* Von Furer-iPimendorf, 
Adviser to Government for tribal and backward classes and Professor of 
Anthropology in the oamania University, will be at the head of the new 
Social Service.

in many countries with backward populations, such as Australia,
Oceania and “frica, social anthropologists have for long been associated 
with the administration, the present step taken by Hyderabad Government 
constitutes one of the firs titinstances in India of an attempt to apply 
scientific principles to social planning and to create a direct link between 
academic sociological research and the administrative services of the State.

The primary function of the Social Service officers will be to act as 
a link between the backward rural populations and Government* 4.hey will 
investigate the difficulties and grievances of such populations and work 
out proposals far their redress, acd they will interpret Government’s 
policy and aims to the illiterate villager. Special treatment for tribal 
and other backward comminities is not being regarded as a permanent feature 
of the administration. It is only during a transition period that they 
zsxt require the care and guidance of personnel trained in the complex 
oroblembof cultural re-adjus tment. Officers of the social Service are to 
give such guidance until the time when the new backward classes, educated 
and freed from their present disabilities, can as self-reliant and self- 
respecting citizens take their rightful rises In the greater community of 
the State.

(The Hindu, dated 28-2-1947).



legislation in Indore

A Bill, which seeks to provide for the prevention of be-^nr 
detention, training and employment of begged and their dereSdants 
certified institutions, and for the custody, trial and punishment 
offenders in Indore °tate will be moved at the next session of the 
Legislative Council.

for the 
in

of beggar 
Indore

The statement of objects and reasons states that tte proposed legis
lation Inbends to be reformative so far as Indigent and helpless beggars 
are concerned and provides for their training and equipment for gainful 
employment^ after expiry of the period of detention. ~ °

(The Statesman, 15-2-1947).

Orissa temple ^ntry Authorisation and mdeminity Bill: 
’ 1’Assed by Assembly.

•the Orissa Temple Entry Authorisation and indemnity Bill, authorising, 
temple trustees to threw open temples for works hip by Harijans, introduced 
In the Orissa Legislative Assembly by Mr. Hare Krishna Hehtab, the 
premier, wa3 passed by the Assembly on 14-2-1947.

(The Hindu, dated 17-2-1947).

| madras Hindu Bigamous Marriages Prohibition and 
; divorce bilT,~"lfc>£7 : introduced in Assemoiy .

A bill to prohibit bigamous marriages and to permit divorce far 
Hindu husbands and wives In Madras province was introduced on 12-2-1947 
In the Madras Legislative Assembly by Hr. A. Ealeswara Kao. The Bill was 
gazetted on 18-2-1947.

The Statement of Objects and Kgasons, appended to the Bill, points out 
that ploygamy is an obnoxious custom still prevailing in Hindu society. A 
Hindu wife has not only to tolerate a co-^wife or GD-wives, but also at 
times concubines j she is als o helpless If her husband shssxss deserts her 
or subjects her to cruel wiewsrsxXX treatment. Legislation is 
long overdue to suppress polygamy and to provide the woman a remedy In the 
other cases. The present bill prohibits the marriage of a man or woman 
with another while the wife or husband is live and unices such carriage 
punishable under the Indian xy-nfi penal Code. It also permits the aggrieved 
man or woman to seek divorce in a court of law, In cases where It becomes 
Impossible for a man and woman to continue to live as husband and wife.
It further permits the man or woman to re-marry after the lapse of six 
months |fe55&? the dissolution of the marriage because It res toresffchem to the 
status of bachelor and spinster, “hen divorce is granted by a court it is 
provided that the court may make suitable provision for the maintenance of 
the woman in all cases in which she is not the offending party snskcfeSakt or 
till she choses to re-marry, as well as for the custody, guardianship and 
maintenance of minor children born o^the dissolved marriage. The Bombay 
Provincial Legislature has 3s already passed, an ~ct as a Government measure 
prohibiting bigamy among Hindus in the Province of Bombay and the Home 
Minister of the Bombay Government has said in the legislative Assembly 
that a Divorce Bill was also under consideration. The objects this



bill an© included in the nindu Code prepared, by the Hao Committee. Bit, 
as that Code seeks to introduce radical changes in all the complicated 
branches of Hindu law it will necessarily take a very long time for being 
taken into consideration.

(The Hindu, dated 13-2-1947;
Th© Fort 3t. ^eorge Gazette,
18-2 -1947,part 17-A ,L.A .Bill TTo .5 
of 1947, pages; 109-111 ).

Backward Classes1 Welfare Branch in Orissa: 
Advisory Board, set upT

The Govemmsnt of Orissa has recently created a separate branch 
under the planning and Reconstruction t'ep&rtment which will deal with 
matters relating to the welfare of the backward classes.

With the object of associating popular support and co-operation in 
the work of uplift of the backward class and to secure popular advice on 
•various matters relating to the administration of partially deluded Areas 
(areas mainly inhabited by aboriginal tribes and iSEjcnxrss backward classes) 
of the province, Government has decided to constitute an Advisory Board 
for the welfare of the backward classes. The SsSESdxiB Board is consti
tuted for a period of one year in the first ins rance, with eifecu from 
1-1-1947.

(The Orissa Gazette, Supplement, 
dated 7-2-1947, page 55 ) .
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Medical Institute Committee Inaugurated.,

Iz

The first step in the implementation of one of the major re cosine nota
tions of the Health Survey and Development Committee (vide pages 5o-6o of 
the report of this office for March 1946) was taken on 6-2-1947, when 
Hr. cazanfar Ali Khan, Health Member, Government of India, inaugurated 
the All-India Medical Institute Committee aaf at Delhi. The committee 
will advise the Central Govemrent regarding the practical steps to he 
taken to establish an All-India Medical institute which would, be a sort 
of ’’Super" Medical college to produce professors and research workers 
of the highest Quality.

The Health Member, addressing the Comnittee, stressed the need for 
setting up an All-India medical Institute and gave figures illustrative 
of the paucity of the existing health services in India, m 1941, the 
death-rate in India was 21.9 per 1000 compared to 9 per xsn± 1000 in 
Australia and Hew Zealand. The proportion of doctors to the total 
population was 1 for 8,000 and of nurses 1 for 43,000, the corresponding 
figures for united Kingdom being 1 for 1000 and 1 for 3oo. During the 
next 25 years, India had to increase the number of her doctors by about 
4oo per cent and to multiply the number of qualified nurses and mid-wives 
by about 100 per cent, if tbs country were to have the minimum adequate 
personnel for staffing her hospitals and catering to the needs of
her vast and growing rural population. The (raining of more doctors pre
supposes the expansion of medical colleges and a ssHSESjasni consequent 
increase in the number of professors. The quality of teaching l£id also 
to be improved and adequate arrangements had' to be made for research 
work. it was for this purpose that Government had decided to make a 
beginning with an All-India Medical Institute, which will impart medical 
education of an advanced type and provide facilities for research workers 
of the highest order.

(The Statesman, 17-2-1947; 
•‘Dawn.*, dated 17-2-1947 ).



Hxpansionof Hedical Relief in Hyderabad:
Hospital facilities and. sea itn 3tait' to

k~e 3 trengrhengd'7

The expansion of medical services in the Dominions is under contemola- 
tlon by the Hyderabad Government, Existing institutions will ba reorganised 
and fresh ones will be started. The expansion programne has four main 
parts: (1) increased of medical facilities in the capital, (2) develop
ment of medical services in moffusil areas, (5) encouragenent of indigenous 
medical systems—gnanl (PiUsHm) and Ayurvedic (Hindu), and (4) expansion 
of public Health Services .

The Government^ programme for Hyderabad City, the capital, includes 
provision of a children’s hospital, a fever hospital, an ear,nose and 
throat hospital, and a chronic diseases hospital. So far as medical 
relief in the mofussil aps&s is concerned the Government’s plan appears 
to be to establish big regional hospitals^each of the sub-areas, like 
Gulbarga, 'waitrangal, AUrangabad etc., with 3oo beds each. Each district 
headquarters will have a hospital with at least 50 beds each. The Govern
ment hasfe also taken up the question of providing a network of unani, 
Ayurvedic and Homoeopathic dis pens aaries all over the State to serve the 
needs of particular localities. a H

public Health.- With the creation of 4 separate public ^ealth 
Department, fcfesr Government contemplates the inauguration of a rublic Health 
institute for the training of the auxiliary personnel with special bureaux| 
in charge of prevention of epidemics, health paropaganda, maternity and j 
child v/elfare work, etc. Government also haplans to improve the 
district health organisations effectively. Considerable attention is to 
be paid to ths needs of the rural areas both from the HESias point of view 
of public health and medico-1 relief.

(The Hindu, dated 27-2-1947)
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EBUCATIOH«

psycho logical Bureau to be set up in Allahabad:
U »P. Government‘s new venture";-----------------

; if

The U.P. Government had decided to start in July 1947 a psychological 
Bureau at Allahabad; this is quite a new type of educational institution 
for India, and. its cost is being met by the Government of India as part 
of its post-war plans.

The Bureau will organize and work out psychological and vocational I 
tests for the children of the province and will serve as a laboratory for 
educational experiments as well as for study of delinquent children, it i t 
will also function as an advisory body, fhe methods evolved by it are I
expected to bo of considerable help to ssxiuax senior students in selecting 
their courses of study and to parents and guardians in choosing suitable 
careers for their wards.

In this connection, it has been suggested that the present system of 
examinations, which has been severely criticized by advanced educationists, 
should be substituted by more valid and reliable tests.

(The Hindustan Times, 19-2-1947).
. i.: j-

Educational Reform: Indian languages and Research Work 
' "to-be ^evoiopQd.

The broad lines of educational reconstruction contemplated by the 
Government of India were outlined by haulana Azad, Education Member In the 
interim Government, at a press conference in Kew Delhi on 18-2-1947.
EHunat4np bn emphasized, should have the highest priority in thea^? national 
budget and should take its place immediately after food and clothing, in 
fact, a proper sxsimsmm system of education was necessary in order to tackle i 
satisfactorily even those problems. Some of the nhin items to be taken up j J 
in the near future were the setting up of a national xxsAx museum , better i 
provision for fundamental research work, preparation of a $uide for teachers; 
for the new scheme of education, preparation of a generalized curriculum, ; { 
grants to educational experimental institutions, development of archaeolo- | 
gical studies and fullest utilization of new media of mass education such i 
as broadcas ting and the fi I®3 • {

Vi/hile acknowledging the valuable work done by missionary socieities in J 
spreading modern education and in contributing to the development of Indian j < 
languages, %ulana Azad referred to the "vexed question of conversions and | 
especially conversions erj nass-fl" . On the questions of religions instruct- : J 
ion In schools, on which divided counsels prevailed in the committee
appointed by the Central Advisory Board of Education, the Education 
Member expressed tte view- that this can be more effectively done, If the ; t 
State takes charge t*f thj. queotion than if it i3 left, to private initiative »> f 
On the subject of medium of instruction, he pointed out that the experiment s I

I-



of imparting instruction in th« mo<-b~-.-r> 4-
standard has been already tried with succeC and that tiTt^S^0* 
corns when the process mat be ex^rded fu^thBn
land made accessible to the ia

(The Statesman, 19-2-1947;
The -dindustan Tines, 18-2-1947),

improvement of Medical Research: 72 Foreign
Scholarships to" be awarded in 1947.--------

The Government of India, have decided to send in 1947, 72 medical 
graduates to U.E. and ±2ss U.S.A. for advanced studies in medicine.
Of these, 26 places have been reserved for candidates nominated by the 
Central Government, 40 for those recommended by the provinces and 7 for 
those sent up by Indian States . it is the intention of Government to 
place these scholars, on their return,on the teaching and research 
staffs in the various medical institutions in the country. Before leaving 
India they would be required to execute a bond undertaking to serve,
If required to do so, the Central or Provincial Government for 5 ■years 
on their return.

(The Statesman, 24-2-1947).

Foreicn Study Scholarships for Indian Students:
Education Member''out ll'net Government *s Plans .

The various measures taken or contemplated by the Governnent of India 
in connection with its schemas for sending Indian students abroad, mainly 
to the United Kingdom and tie united States of America, for higher 
tftp.hnjp.aT training in connection with various post-war development schemes 
and general industrial expansion (vide page 60 of ±kx our December 1944 
report) were reviewed by Mr. Abul Ed lam Azad, Education Member, Government 
of India, at a press conference in Hew Delhi on 31-1-1947. A brief 
summary of the points made by the Education Renter is given below:



3oloctior/of Students for Foreign study.- fho selection was entirely 
on merits ano. one number or canaXuates wi^h iov; qualifications had boon 
falling every year, in 1945, the total number of a noli cations received 
was about 10,000J in 1946, abcut 4,5oo, and in 1947*a little above 2,000;
In spite oi chxs fall, the number of firet-cCL&as candidates has not 
diminished materially. There have been complaints that the students select
ed were not competent to benefit by post-graduate instruction and that some 
of the professors in foreign universities had reported that the Quality 
of 3ome of the students was unsatisfactory. The* Deputy Educational Adviser 
Overseas, who visited many of these universities, has reported satisfacto- ’ 
rally about the students. The criticisms ure?therefore, not justified.

Conditions flor Scholarship: obligations to Government.- At present 
scholarship-holders'are required’to"pledge themselves to serve the Govern
ment for a period of five years after completion of their-training. Such 
bond\ may at tines prove harsh on a scholar if the .government is not in a 
position to offer him suitable employment during the five-year period.
A possible solution won Id be to fix a period during which the Government 
would have the first call on the services of ,the. trained scholar, if the 
Government 13 unable to find him employ me p^r^od in—‘te-jd this
period, the scholar would be free to accept suitable employment elsewhere.

Extension of Subjects of Study: Heeds of lure Science.- Scholarships 
have so far been confined exclusively to technical scientific subjects.
The necessity for a large personnel of trained scientists and industrial 
technicians is obvious, as lack of such trained personnel has been one of 
the main hindrances to the development of the economic and industrial life 
of the country. A balanced system of national education, however, requires 
not only trained technicians and applied scientists, hut also workers in 
the fields of pure science and the humanities. In future there should be 
a percentage of scholarships earmarked for study in 3uch cultural subjects.

Iiore Scholarships for Women.- The number of women who have secured 
afthnlaraH pa nnriftp tho s cheme has been very stall. ihe main reason has 
been "that scholarships wore confined to technical and industrial scientific 
subjects. 'The expansion of the scheme to include both pure science and the 
humanities will allow women greater scope. If even this falls to enlarge 
the xskn number of women scholarship—holders a re reengage of scholarships 
will be earmarked for women.

Strengthening of Welfare organisations In TJ.K. and u.s.A.- It wa3 
proposed to strengthen the organisations in the U.E. uuh U-S.a. for dealing 
with tto students^ problems as quickly as possible, in the b.K. particular 
It a senarate welfare branch will be sot up in tho Education bajortmsnt 
of the LlEh commissioner's Office to help the students in regard to accommo 
dation ana also their welfare eorerally. ±ho Oovornment ha»3 already sot 
up two hostels for students, one in London and the other at Edinburgh, 
and it is proposed to establish another hostel in London to servo as n 
reception and transit camp.

(The Statesman, dated. 18-2-1947; 
The Hindus tan Times, 13-2-1947 )



Co.^Tg-o^
Tha Bengal Consumer Goods Control 3111,1947

gazetted.

The Government of Bengal has gazetted on 1-2-1947 the Eengal 
Consumer Good3 Control Bill, 1947. The Statement of objects and Reasons, 
appended to the Bill, points out that the Bengal consumer Goods Control 
Ordinance, 1946 (vide page 67 of the report of this Office for October, 
1946) will cease to operate shortly. The Provincial Government considers 
that it is necessary in the public interest that the control of certain 
consumer goods should be continued for some time to come, since normal 
conditions of trade, commerce and industry have not yet returned. This 
Bill has, therefore, been drafted to provide Government with, the same 
pozzers for the control of certain consumer goods-as were available to them 
under the ordinance.

The consumers’ goods so controlled are to -be listed in a schedule^ 
additions may be made to the list as occasion arises. The present 
schedule list3 some fourteen varieties of consumers’ goods including 
bicycles, fans, watches, umbrellas, fountain pens, art silks, radios and 
crockery.

(The Calcutta Gazette, Extraordinary, 
dated 1-2-1947, pages 67-69 )•
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Text!le Indua try.

Stepping up production of cloth and yarn: ‘Ad hoc’ 
Departmental Consnittee to examine nationalisation

be rie ess.

Reference was made at page 62 of the report of this office for January, 
1947 to Government of India’s proposal to appoint a committee to go into 
tho question bf fixing fair prices for cloth and yarn. According to a 
press note issued on 27-2-1947, the Government of India has decided that 
bchemos proposed for rationalising production of mill cloth should be 
referred to the ad hoc Departmental committee, which is being constituted 
to advise Government on the steps to be taken for Increasing the production 
of yarn and cloth and to settle a basis on v/hich. the commodity Prices Board 
(vide pago3 of this report) could recommend rationalised and economic
prices.

it is cted that the committee, consisting of Hr'. Bharam yira, 
Textile Commissioner to the Government of India, hr. G.K* pamat, Joint 
Financial ^dviser (Supply), Bombay, and Mr. T. SaLvasankar, Secretary, 
Development Department, Government of Madras, will report^.is findings to 
Government In about a month.

(The Hindu, dated 28-2-1947) »



Food.

grain Imports fall short of In ids. >s Ezpoctntions : 
Hoe ting of Standing Goanittes oa Food oi‘ Central

Le g Is m tur e . ~~

presiding over a meeting of the Standing Committee on Food of the 
Central -Megisnature, held at New Delhi on 15-2-1947, Dr. Rajendra Prasad, 
pood Member, Interim Government, briefly reviewed the food nosition in 
India, with special reference to wheat and rice. The Food Minister said: 
India’s expectations in the matter of imports had not fully materialized.
Tills was responsible for a reduction In the who at content of the cereal 
ration which, however, was maintained at Its present scale, ^he position 
regarding rice had eased considerably for the present, but the Central 
Provinces, normally a surplus rice area, had this year no rice to export 
and the internal situation in Burma,- from which India was to get the bulk 
of her rice imports, was at present uncertain.

The members of the Committee emphasized inter alia the need for an 
increasing measure of self-reliance on internal production in view of the 
continued disappointment over imports, fchey referred to the fall In 
spzaadiHEfc production In most provinces, to the inequality of progress in 
compulsory procurement in different provinces and to the change of compo
sition in the cereal ration which in some cases amounted to a cut in the 
ration, on the question of compulsory wheat rations in ric e-c onsuming 
areas and vice versa, It was explained that this distribution had been 
forced on Government by the over-all shortage in the country of wheat or 
rice at a particular point of time, and with Increased rice procurement, It 
might be possible to give rice.eaters their whole ration in rice. As 
regards wheat, the present shortage would continue till the new harvest 
In kiay , 1947 •

(The Hindustan Times, 17-2-1947).

India alloted 85,000 Tons of Turkish A'heat.

As a result of negotiations in London between Sir Robert ditchings, 
Secretary, Food Department, Government of India, and the British Government 
regarding stepping up of shipments of cereals from Turkey, 85,000 tons of 
Turkish weat has been allotted to India . under the original plan 67,000 
tons of Tqrlri ah wheat wfittt’allotted to the United Kingdom to be diverted to 
India, but this has been increased to 85,000 tons in view of the greater 
demand of cereals from Northern Indian districts where wheat is preferred 
to rice.

Maj.-General a.c. Arnold, Regional Food conmissioner, who had been to 
Turkey to obtain wheat supplies there, returned to Karachi on 12-2-1947$
interviewed by the press, ha said thit three shipments of Turkish wheat 
would arrive in India before the end of February, 1947, and that five more 
ships were expected to reach In March, 1947.

(The Hindustan Times, 15-2-1947)

i
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Demobilisation and Resettlement.

1.25 Kill!on personnel demobilised, from TndUn f.niy
~ Services, upto o 1-12-1946.--------------- ------

From V.-J. Day to the end <£E“ December, 1916, 1,252,765 personnel were 
released from the a rued forces. The Davy figures for December 1946, consist
ed of 24 officers, 5o ratings, and 32 officers and auxiliaries of the 
W«R»I»W*S<» The total decrease in the strength of the Davy since demobilisa
tion began is 1,727 officers, 15,792 ratings and 689 members of the W.R.I.fl.S. 
From V-JvDay to the end of December, 1946, the net reduction in the. strength 
of the Indian ^rmy amount# to 1,215,137 men and women. Of those 21,002 were 
British and Indian Officers, 9,643 were officers ana auxiliaries of the 
W.A.C.(l)f 32,063 were British other ranks serving the Indian Army and 
1,132,807 Indian ranks including 33,986 civilians attached to the Indian 
Army. Total R.I.A.F. releases since V.-J.-Day now amount to 234 officers, 
9,048 airmen, 9,o54 enrolled followers and 84 non-combatant technicians.

(The Hindustan Times, 8-2-1947)

Rese ttlement of Ex-Servicemen :6q/ldviae offices 
----------  to close.

Ifearlyfeo ^settlement fldvice Offices all over Indio—started early in 
1946 by the Directorate-General of Resettlement and Employment, labour 
Department, Government of India (vide page 69 of the report of this office 
for January 19^61 to advifce demobilised service personnel securing employ- 
mnht in civilian life—will virtually cease to function from April, 1347.
The staff Of the resettlement advice offices(no.7 comprises a director-general, 
a chief resettlement advice officer, 6 deputy chief of fleers , 116 off leers,
6 deputy chief officers, 116 officers, 150 assistant officers, and 197 
extra officers.

Tho resettlement advice service was started by Government initially for 
a neriod of one during which re riod demobilisation was expected to bo
rnSv.t-ori f ^'understood that demobilisation has proceeded according 
t^ Soctations^n^th its completion, the resettlement advice offices 
will also practically close down.

(The Times of India, 8-2-1947).



Post-War Reconstrue felon.

Reconstruction Heeds of par ggst Count ires $ tj.w.
Secretariat Reports survey or p'ost-uar Conditions.

The United Rations Secretariat has recently issued a report on the 
post-war economic reconstruction of Asia for the use of the United Rations 
guh-Commission concerned with the reconstruction of devastated areas. The 
following information about the post-war reconstruction need*of the count
ries of the Far East, principally China, Indo-china, valaya, Burma, Tndja, 
the Netherlands^. East Indies and the Philippines, Is taken from a sunaiiary 
of the report cabled to the Indian press by Reuter.

Modernisation of Production - The Main Reed.- The main point made 
out in the report is that the economic re-construction of"the devastated 
areas of Asia and the Far East and rapid and substantial Improvement of their 
living standard” are matters of utmost Importance to the success of United 
Rations policy. It points out that in these areas, there has not yet been 
that progress in re-building production and trade which the world requires, 
and stresses that such recovery is a pre-requi3ite for sound world trade 
relations.

Emphasising the need for modernising the production methods of Asia, 
the report points out that the pre-war economic and social situation in 
Asia was one in which the thin veneer of industrial modernisation only 
partially overlaid ancient pre-industrial societies and the living level 
of the mass of the people was one of poverty* and that today the need is 
for a new and much more rapid and comprehensive effort to modernize product— 
tion methods throughout Asia and the Far East with the object of bringing 
tools of modem technology within the. reach of all people. At the same time, 
it says that this does not mean that Asia should copy today’s industrially 
advanced countries in every respect. Wtot is needed is a fundamental 
transformation of the whole economy, sowing seeds of Industrialisation from 
resources within the region for use locally or for trade and tuilding new 
and more equal economic relations with the rest of the world.

Dealing with important post-war changes, the report directs attention 
to (1) rise of the synthetic rubber industry; (2) vacuum left by the 
disappearance of Japan as a supplier, consumer and competitor and (3) inde
pendence of the Philippines and the projected independence of Korea, 
listing the more important political changes , the report states: ’china 
is no longer hampered by extraterritoriality and unequal treaties. Indo- 
China, the Netherlands East mdie3, Eurraa, Malaya and India all recently 
acquired or are in the process of acquiring a new political status.

While stressing that the most significant factor In the situation is 
the powerful demand of the peoples of ^-sia for industrialisation and modern
isation of economy, the report directs attention to the dangers inherent in 
a policy of partial or unbalanced modernisation, and says that such a policy 
can be dangerous for -^-sla and most of the united Rations for two reasons : 
First, increase in population in densely settled areas; and, secondly, 
the economic and political power generated by the rapid process of techno
logical. developmenfe may be usurped by anti-democratic and militaristic 
groups •



Survey of Developments in p»t» T?n«4- _ __ . -of slguinCTSr^eButueTeiopae5r£^-eo^r^P°^ oloses^u^a survey

Cb^Sf'-~ Xile rePOI,t estimated that in China 9,000 000 were killed in 
the war ana an enormous number were injured or died diseased O^s 
exporting capafc&ty, it says, is greatly reduced ndinly because the high 
an9d cost3Prd^OtoO?nftotion“ assravated clrtl ^rife and rises m wages

•? Jn indo-china, the report says that the damage caused by 
internal strife is immeasurably greater than that caused by the Japanese.

Malaya.- on Malaya, the report says that the total loss of rubber is 
estiirhted at 93,000,000 dollars and ±n tin at about 35",000,000 dollars .
3ince the return of the British, considerable progress has been made tcwar^3 
recovery.

The Philippines.- in the Philippines, the report estimated the damage 
excluding shipping at about 8,000,000,000 dollars/ Economic activity was 
still substantially below the pre-war level.

Burma.- in Burma, 6 ,0 00,000 acres of rice-land have gone out of 
cultivation, complete disruption of the transport systemv/aa the most xf 
thBxtxsnsxDxi serious obstacle to recovery.

The Netherlands East Indies.- in the Netherlands East Indies, the 
total" damage was estins.ted at 3,000,000,000 dollars. Recovery was retarded 
by internal conflict.

India.- on India, the report says : "Despite great suffering, India 
made greSTTgains during the war which are probably more significant than 
losses. Many new industries have been created in India which may be vital 
factors in a general industrial progranae which will have far-reaching 
effects for India and Asia as a whole". The report considered that, 
although India emerged from the war as a creditor nation "it would be over- 
optimistic to expect India to make a major contribution to the immediate 
reconstruction needs in devastated areas in Asia" .

Conclusion.- Summing up, the report states: "The greatest obstacle 
to a cion nmi a -noe rips trac ti on in Asia has been and continues to be political s' 
conflict, coupled with social unrest. The shortage of trained personnel 
is the most Important single factor which handicaps Asiatic countries.
The lack of fore^gn exchange is also a limiting factor, with the exception cf 
India. Economic reconstruction is particularly hindered in China by 
tremendous inflation."

(gibe Hindustan Times, 17-X-1947).



'wmr Man' of goad Developmenteranaeq. maian Hoag congreaa, 11th mnual general
Session, Trivandrum, fa-2-1947.-----------------

The 11th annual general session of the 
at Trivandrum on 5-2-1947. Col. j. Chambers 
Government, presided.

Indian Road Congress was ha ia 
, Chief Engineer to the Eengal

progress of Road Development in India : Presidential Address In his 
presidential address f Col.J7 chambers Semande d tbe implemenration of the 
liagpur plan for all-mdia road development (vide pages 54-56 of the report 
of this Office for March, 1944), the setting up of an independent Road Board 
and Advisory Council more or less similar to the Railway Board and the ear
marking of road revenues exclusively for the financing of road development. 
Referring to the niggardly way in which the various Governments in India 
were allocating funds for road development, he stated that while the Central 
Government frowned upon the idea of appropriating railway revenue to the 
general revenue pool, it regarded "as extremely unorthodox to earnark road 
revenues for road". He pointed out that progressive countries of the 
world never were bound by such orthodoxy. The only way to develop road 
communications in India,without waste and overlapping, was on a national 
basis and based on assured funds .

Quoting figures for the past 2o years, xxx he revealed the progress 
of road development in India: between 1926 and 1942 India’s road milage 
increased by only 13}2 per cent—from 199,14o to 226,095, which was less 
than the rate at which the population increased, reducing the milage of 
789 per million persons in 1926 to 764 in 1942. Civilian petrol consumption 
increased from 57,000,000 gallons in 193o to 98,000,000 in 194o, yielding 
the central Government almost 250 per cent increase In revenue (from 
rs . 29.7 million to Rs • 72.9 million). .Additional revenues accrued to 
provincial Governments from sales and other taxes on petrol and motor vehi
cles. yet, during the decade, metalled roads increased by a meagre 3.7 
per cent only.

Referring to the Nagpur Road plan, he said that the plan would be best 
effected by a Road Board. If there were serious objections to the setting 
u.p of such a Board by the Government of India, then it was for Government 
to suggest an alternative form of machinery. The plan was not beyond 
India’s capacity. As regards India’s inciediate needs, emphasis should be 
first on the construction of simple all weather surface roads and bridges 
aimed at increasing the length of axfcxdxusable roads . no road should be 
builfl to a higher specification Xfcxxsi than necessary until the majority 
of the important kutchs/roads had been provided with an all-weather surface. 
Provinces which had a good network of roads should give priority to bridge 
building over rivers to enable the roads to be used all the year round.

Government’s Assurances.- Dr. John jjathai, Transport Member, Govern
ment of indiaar in a message to the session of the Congress, assured that 
the Government of India was convinced of the necessity for rapid road 
development co-ordinated throughout the country and for utilising to the 
full the principles and technique of the road-caking science. The Govern
ment of India, and the Governments of the Provinces and most Indian states 
had accepted the principal recommendation Contained in what was called the 
"Nagpur Report." It was the intention of government to press on with the 
construction of national highways (vidd pages 62-63 of the report of this 
Office for November, 1945) throughout India, subject to the availability of 
the necessary funds from the Centre.

(The Hindu, 6 and 8-2-1947 ).



permanent basis with wider functions and nationalisation of defence indust-M ~_J — — -I — *Ur» ~ ~ 3 __ *_ i . • -* • » -rles and certain basic industries like coal, iron and steel and transport* 
services are among the nnIn recommendations of the Advisory Planning Board 
which was set up in October, 1946, under the chairmanship of hr. E.C. Heogy 
M.L.A. (Central), to review the planning which has already been done and to 
suggest improvements (vid© page 72 of the report of this office for October 
1946). the Board s main recommendations re 3a te to i — (i) 5he future ma chi nery 
of planning,' (ii) Agriculture, (iii) River developnent and electric power 
projects, (iv) industries, (v) Mineral development, (vi) Sunply of trained 
pars onne 1, and (vii) i{aiIways .

The main recommendations of the Board are briefly summarised below :
General objectives of planning.- XsxrHXKxsaxkhHxfatxx The general 

objectives of planning are discussed in the report and are described broadly 
H3 "to raise the general standard of living of the people as a whole and 
to ensure useful employment for all” . The attainment of these objectives, 
the report s<t^s, "requires that the resources of the country should be 
developed to the maximum extent possible and that the wealth produced should 
be distributed in &n equitable manner” • It also requires a certain degree 
of ^egionalisation8, i.e., a dispersal of industrial and other economic 
activity, so that, so far as physical conditions permit, each distinct 
rogion of the country may develop a balanced economy. Such development, It 
Is said, "would, ipso facto make the country better prepared for defence, 
and tills may be regSraeSTSb a subsidiary objective of planning”.

As regards the future machinery of planning in India, the report 
points out that It must be devised with reference to the functions which 
are to bo performed. Th^ae functions, so far as the Central Government 
is concerned, are at present limited, seeing that constitutionally a very 
considerable portion of the whole field of development falls outside its 
sphere. The Central Governmenthowever, can by persuasion and advice, 
by the part which it plays in organising research and by its control of 
banking and credit, tariff, foreign trade, ra±2way3 and railway freights, 
profoundly influence the whole economic development of the country• 
Furthermore, under the existing constitution the central Government can, 
by legislation, bring certain industries, and minerals under its direct 
control, and at the moment it does, in fact, exercisefcsuch control by virtue 
of war-time powers which are still in force. The Bdlrd hopes that the 
Government will arrange for the continuance of such control.



of the plana referred to in H] and (Un vO tbs execu-tion
statistics relating to them, suggesting adjus trants^nd modific^tio^s*!^ 
them and initiating new plana; (viii) allocating material resourcS which 
are in short supply so as to ensure ttet due regards is paid to 
priorities; (ix) examining the implications of scientific research and 
discovery on special welfare.

• Planning Commission.-. For tbs discharge of these functions the 
Board”recommends a single, compact, authoritative organization, which should 
he responsible directly to the ns± Cabinet {or a Committee of the Cabinet) 
as a who}© rather than to any one member, and which should devote its 
attention continuously to the 'whole field of development. The Board surmests' 
a small whole time - planning Commission composed of not more thin five and * 
not less than three members with secretariat facilities and appropriate
^technical assistance. In regard to many matters it would be nscessarj for 
’’the planning Commission to call in other persons for advice and consulta
tion and to set up committees of experts to assist it. it might even be 
made obligatory bn the Commission to consult representatives of the interests 
concerned in the development of agriculture, industry, transport, etc. m 
regard to the planning of Indus tries-which relate to Defence recrui tenants, 
it will be essential for the Commission tcjwork in close contact vrith the 
Defence Committee of India.

Central Statistical office.- she proposed Planning Commission would 
have no be in close touch with the activities <£ the Scientific Consultative 
Committee, the Tariff Board which should be a permanent and not ad hoc 
body with wider functions so as to include within its scope all Terms”of 
State HEd aid and a Central Statistical Office, which the Board considered. 
Afeusx Is vitally necessary for planning, ^ith regard to the scientific 
Consultative Committee (vide page 16 of the report of this office for 
December, 1946), the Board suggests that one of the first functions of this 
body should be to conduct a brief review of all the research that is going 
on and advise regarding the research that should be taken up and encouraged.

Priorities Board.- The Board urges the immediate establishment of a 
Priori'ti'es' B'cdrd'''t'o~ mgke allocations of certain basic resources in the 
light of the development plans of tho country as a whole, and that, if a 
Planning CnTnrrrfnai on, as proposed by them, is appointed, it should discharge 
the functions of a priorities JguszmL Board in addition to its other duties.
j\ Consultative Body.— m addition to the planning Commission, the 
fBoard* recommends the"setting up of a Consultative Body of 25 to 30 members 
which should include membei's of the planning Commission, repi’esentatives 
of the eleven provinces, Indian States, agriculture, Industry, commerce,
labour, science and other interests. Tho Planning Commission would lay 

tbefore the Consultative Body progress reports and matters requiring co- 
J operative action by voluntary agreement.
/ Agricultural planning.- According to the Board, the objective of
j agricxm-urAl planning in India Is to increase the agricultural production

on a scale sufficient to provide food at a satisfactory standard of 
nutrition for the whole population and, at the same tins, to ensure an 
adequate volume/of cash crops (such as cotton and jute) uo serve as the raw 
materials of Industry, it is also necessary to see that the increase in 
production improves the general standard of living anddoes not pass into 
the hands of intermediaries, whettor landlords, money-lenders or traders. 
The Board quotes figures to show that the existing food production falls 
short by 99 million tons of what is required in order to provide a balanced



diet for the whole population. Cereals are short by lo tar cent 16 million tons) and the agriralturo Eepartoent has suggested aimfnf tu.lls.on
Lg at producing anaddition** * tons of cereals by 1951-52. This target includes

one milliontons co 5 fee xuzsdauxfe produced, in Indian states and is designed 
to secure that tne production of cereals keeps pice at least with the growth 
of population. The Board points out that "from the nutritive noint of 
t3bw, tnis target is obviously inadequate", but it Is not sure whether a 
higher target wouln oe practicable. The Board, therefore, suggests that 
each province, and important State should now be reauested to state the 
quantity vzhich it will endeavour to provide towards’ the realisation of the 
All-India target of an e-^ura xou.r million tons of cereals , frame Its nlans 
accordingly and set itself to acnieve measurable increase in ynnducM on.

Technical “Education.— -according to the Board, the present provisions 
for industrial training and training in engineering are insufficient. The 
Bo^rd, therefore, recontnends that a small sub-committee of the All-india 
Council for Technical Sduc.ation be set up at once specially to review 
plans for education and training in engineering. "Engineers, who auteur to 
be inadequately represented on the x±e^ffd±5cxSBmma. All-India Council,should 
be fully represented on the sub-committee. The Bca rd urges that in view of 
the shortage of trained staff, there should be selection of areas for 
concentrated development, in which all the different Items of the developnsnt 
programme can be tested out simultaneously. The Board considers it will 
be necessary to import foreign technicians to assist various industries in 
varying degrees, but adcUthat it will be highly desirable that the training 
of local personnel should be made, one of the terms of such employment, 
industrialists should be consulted without delay on the need and possibility 
of devising a scheme to replace the Bevin scheme for training personnel to 
fulfil supervisory posts, while the Education Department’s scheme for send
ing young men abroad for university training should be continued. There 
must be no less emphasis £oi> further practical training in workshop,mana ge
ms nt and supervision, in methods of production and in the laying out and 
running of a modem factory, The Industries Department should be associated 
with the labour and Education Departments In the selection which should be 
made, as far as possible, from men already w or Icing in industry. Theso 
men should/be trained with a view to tbs if undertaking some definite job on 
their return .

State ownership of Industries.- on the Question of State ownership 
and management of indus tries, the Boxvrd is of the opinion that if at the 
present juncture the State attempted to take into Its xxnhxndx. cwn hands 
the ownership and management of a large number of indus tries, the industrill 
development of the country might not be very rapid. Nevertheless the Board 
recommends that it should/be the policy to bring at least (few of the basic 
industries of the country under State ownership and mana gemsi t, and that 
the execution of such a policy should form part of the development plana.
It recommends, therefore, that apart from defence indus ries and any 
industry or branch of any industry which might be Sound ^sirabls to s tart 
as a State enterprise through the reluctance of private capital to undertake 
it, the nationalisation of the following should to considered: coal, mineral 
oils, iron and stdel, motor, air and river transport.

Protection of labour by aomprehensive y gis la tion.- To safeguard the 
interests o‘f labour in the new schema of in^ir3 ^eloprontjthe B°ard
recommends that comprehensive legislation should to introouced without 
delay in respect of industries, whether, centrally or provincially controlled.



mineral policy.- The Board, thinks that the following principles can 
and. shoo.Id. be accepted at once as the basis of an all-Tndia mineral policy 
(1) Kinerals should, be owned and exploited by nationals of the country 
and not by foreigners; (2) All mineral development should/oe regulated 
"by Government vzhether Central, Provincial or State; (3) an respect of 
certain minerals (such as uranium and thorium-bearing minerals, coal, 
petroleum, mica, beryl, chromite, ilmenite, sillimanite, manganese ore, 
nionasitGp 22E rate earth minerals and xa.pieosoe quartz)., t'nefte shoul^jbe 
Central co-ordination and regulation in order to ensure their wise utilise, 
fcion in the general national interest.

The Board emphasises the importance of increasing the production of 
coal and urges that action be taken immediately on th-1 report of the Coal
fields Committee (vide pages 37-38 of the report cf this o-fiiae for octobe 
194G), which has dealt comprehensively with .this subject.

Other Stecomnenda tions The Board recommends tlat railway projects
should be given" the’nr ghost possible priority and that c-ovemment should 
keep a close watch on their progress. The Board also emphasises asz3±s?s 
mzKtxandxxBKxa1 the importance of road and port development, river develop
ment and power projects.

(The Hindus tan Tine s and ths Hindu, 
dated 2-2-1947 ) .



GEIiERAL.

Inter-Asian Relations Conference :
Due to start at Rew Delhi on ------------------- -------------------------------------

■, » J,

The Inter-Asian Elutions Conference, an unofficial conference 
convened by the Indian Council of "orId affairs t is scheduled bo start f
at llevf Delhi on 23-5-1947. china, Iran, Iraq, Palestine, Syria, Afghanistan, 
Burma, Nepal, Ceylon and several• otho r Asiatic countries have agreed to 
participate. Besides these, the governments of Australia, jjew Zealand, 
the Philippines, and Turkey, and the Institute of Pacific Relations have ; 
intimated that they will send observers to the Conference. ’?

The agenda of the Conference includes such subjects ag national move- 4 
monts swtJhxsixh^axiaKaa; for freedom in Asia; racial problens with special 
reference to the root cause of racial conflicts; policies for transition 
from colonial economy adopted primarily by national interests, but with ,
duo regard to international co-operation; problems of industrial labour (
and industrial development; cultural problems, with special reference to / 
education; scientific research and literature; and women’s movement in : 
Asia.

Hrs. sarojini iiaidu, prominent Congress leader, is the chaIraan of :j
the Reception Committee of the Conference. ;}

• • I

(The Hindustan Times, 2q-2-1947). |
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